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Seen & Heard
Around Murray
Vice- president Nixon made a hit
in Morocco this week. Some'
people may think a visit of
at type does tittle good, but
Tt really does a lot of good
We hear of people in 'to:reign '
nations, and we get 'a much
better picture of them when a
delegation actually makes a visit.
In recent years it 'had been our,
pleasure to hear several speakers
who came from foreign lands,
and it always helps us to get
a better idea ot. what those
Illeople are really like.
We come to icalize that in most
instances the people love life
and want peace jost as much
- as Americans do.
We remember one exception, that
was the time the Russians came
to Murray. They were vague
an several explanations which
mindicated faulty- reasoninjefer7'56'
ttempt to hide real .goals.
A large number at candidates
have alreadaa filed for office
and many 'more are to come.
We still have the City Judge's
affice open. Mayor, councilmen
:aid City Prosecutor.
These wilt best of 
ill have 
cicuriituersea,
dime :before the - deadline for
!Mae k reached. Deadline is
65 days before May 28 which
hits about April 13.
Anyone who is not registered to
vote, should by all means take
care of this duty so they can
vote in the forthcoming Primary.
If you register and vote, then
you can have the- privilege of
. griping about the sorry j o 11
omebody is doing_ Otherwise
you cannot gripe with a clear
(ainscience.
"Armageddon Ahead" is the title
of the sermon of Dr. H. C
Chiles tomorrow.
This is the ninth in a series of
twelve sermons which he has
delivered on Bible prophecy.
Robert White On
Destroyer Laffey
_
MEDITERRANEAN IFHTNC)
-Robert N. White, gunner's 'mate
second class,' USN, of Federals-
burg, Md., is serving aboard
the destroyer USS Laffey with
the 6th Fleet in the Mediter-
i aanean.
The Laffey participated In
fleet operation' furnishing anti-
..7„.„....".(nai,  a marine and air defense pro-
ection
. On her present tour the Laftey
has visiteti T'aranto and Naples.
Italy; Cannes, France and Barce-
lona, Spain.
ACQUAINTANCES IN SERVICE
WASAINGTON - PimbàlI
operator Stanley G. Terry told
the Senate Rackets Committee
Friday about two of his • ac-
quaintances who. he Said, were
"in the service of their country:*
He explained they served time
- in a federal reformatory:
, Weather
Report
years:The debate will take place
March 11 at 8 p.m. in the college
auditorium.
--
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FLUORIDATION  IS APPROVED HERE
British Debate Team Will Meet Local Debate Of Girl ScoutsE ecutive Group . 3 Churches
Team On March 11 To Argue Economic-Aid Holds Meeting - Hold Dinner.
The Combined British Univer-H law student from Murray, has pas
sities debate team will meet aalaseassaleaMSC varsity debater. for a,
Murray State College team in two years. Bostic, senior chemis-
the' third international debate try major from Mayfield, is press
held in Murray in the last four ident of Tau Alpha and has been
a varsity debater for three' years.
British team members as cribs-
en on the basis ' of .:competitivc
frials among British universities
are 'Gareth MorLsorr Kilby Mors
gan of the University of Bristol
and Meirion Lloyd Davies, Uni-
versity college of North Wales,
Bangor.
Morgan has been active in
debating for four years, He is a
senior history major. Davies, a
graduate student, is studying for
a doctrate in theology. He has
repaesented his college in the
National Debating tournament
organized by the National Union
of Students in 1954 and 1955.
The teams will debate the
1956-57 national intercollegiate
topic, Resolved: That the United
States should . discontinue- direct
economic aid to foreign countries.
• G. H. K. _. The. audience ao -op-
portunity to question the de-
baters in an open forum 'follow-
'ing the non-dicision debate.
Admission for the debate is
Members of the MSC team are 50 cents for students and faculty;
Edith Herndon and Carlton Boa- $1.00 for persona off campus.
tic. Miss Herndon, a senior pre- The international debate series
- - -
Teamster Union To Be Asked
About Attempt To Take Over
By HERBERT FOSTER
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON an --A spokesaa
man said today the Senate Rack-
ets Committee plans to confront
t o p Teamster Union officials
with charges they tried to take
ever law enforcement in Oregon.
The spokesman said they would
be asked to confirm or deny
the. charges made in testimony
before the committee.
to Holmes' campaign. He said
in return they wanted a Team-
ster official named to the state
Liquor Commissioaa eon-
'lois the state liquor _monopoly
Tells Of Rejection
He said both' he and alolmes
indignantly rejected the idea.
Spear reluctantly confirmed
most of Morgan's testimony, but
said he was. talking about "a
hypothetical case.'.'
Committee Robert F. Other Major developments in
Kennedy. told newsmen the union the hearings' fourth day of sen-
leaders would also be asked sational testimony:
whethei. they were-willing to 
-Chairman John L. McClellan
contribute $10,000 to the cam, (D-Ark t declared "someone has
paign of Democratic Gov. Robert absolutely perjured himself:* in
Holmes if their man were ap-
pointed to the stale Liquor com-
mission.
'Kennedy said the questions
would be put to Union Presideni
Dave Beck and Vice President
Frank W. Brewster, head of the
Western Conference of Team-
sters, when they testify, later
in the racket hearings.
Beck Touring Europe
Beck is ''now in Europe. but
he has said he will raturn March
26 to testify. Ile denied he left
the country to avoid to sub-
pens.
The committee has atibpenaed
Brewster to appear before it
after hearings resume Tuesday.
Brewster already has been cited
tor contempt of Congress for
refusing to anawer another Sen-
ate committee's questions- about
his union's finances.
Howard Morgan. ,Oregon state
Democratic. chairman from 1952
to 1936. swore Friday that Beck
and other Teamster officials fig-
ured In an attempt to take
over state la* enforcement "from
the local level up to and in-
cludine the governor's chair"
Morgan also-testitied rharMan-
ton Spear -- a 1Portland. Ore.,
beer dMiributor and former em-
ploye of Beck's son - told him
eflft11 .
to contribute $10,000 last vr
Almo Class Has
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky Cloudy Blood Typed
and colder with a chance of
occasional rain today. high 48.
Cloudy a n d contimieti tether
cold tonight and' Sunday with
occassional rain possible Sunday.
4..w tonight 40. Law in Mirth
central portion 35.
. ,
Some 5:30 am. temperatures:
Louisville 44, Bowling Green 37,
Lexingtan, 38. Paducah 42. Cov-
ington 27, London 31 and Hop-
kinsville 40.
Evansville; hid., 43.
-1144.18.--7, • 7.:114"44.11Pg...?".%...g.".1",,A1.,;.:•-•wrrts*At
••••••
The- Alms High School Biology
class went to Murray Hospital
for a blood grouping on Tues-
day. February 26.
This was dime as a public
service so that the hospital would
know What blood type each
member of the clsas had,
"We consider this participa-
tion in the etiticatIon and training
of our youth, the highest type
of parblic service:" said D. J. Mil-
ler, Biology instructor.
. _
testimony about an attempt by
union-backed racketeera to take
over Portland's lucrative pinball
business. He asked the Justice
Department to prosecute.
-Portland pinball operator
Stanley g, 'Terry flatly denied
testimony that he paid $10,000
to Brewster to get intri"the union
to. break the pinball monopoly
,that was freezing him out of
business. Portland racketeer
James B. Elkins testified Terry
told him he paid Brewster $10.000
or more after Teamsters picketed
cafes using his machines.
services in Gaza and remain
crashed in the Brazilian jungles. in control until the issue is
settled.
Observers in Jerusalem believ-
ed Burns and Dayan would fix
a date for .a nirther meeting
te discuss the._ Gaza Strip and
plans -for a U. N. takeover there.
Burns-- 'has asked Israel not act
The total number of accidenta
reported total 'about a half doz-
en.
Murray Rotary Club Host
District Meeting At Dam
To
The Murray Rotary Club, along on Monday at 6:30 p.m. Mr.
with the Rotary cluba of Benton! Z.. Baker: immediate past presi-
and Paducah, is- host for' theadent of Rotary International. will
will Dam lta Is from CleVeland. Mira
aiary District conference }sada '
'Sa
deliver the principal addaess. Mr.
ill be held at Ker 
Village on Sunday. Monday and The tirray State College A'Cap-
Tuesday. March 3. 4,_and 5.. The', pella Choir, under the ,` ilirection
Rotary District is composed of 'of Prof. Robert Baar, will present
fifty-one clubs in Kentucky. Dr. several 'numbers precenling Mr
William S. "Bill" Synder of Baker's address. •
Frankfort, is District Governor. ,
Approximately 35a RotariansRegistration the carderence
;ill start at 2:00 p.m. Sunday land their Rotary Anna are ex-
followed by an address by past pected ta attend the conference
district governor Bill Robins of.l ihach feature .a .variety ...of
Miami. Florida at 7:30 Sunday !interesting programs relative a,-
Rotary and what this civic ors;
ionization attempting to ac-
complish all aver the' world and
especially throughatit District 233
in Kentucky. Murray State Col-
lage will provide musical en-
tertainment at several of the
programs including the Rotary
e K
night. The title . of. Mr. Robbigs'
address is "A Rotary Family
Visits Russia."
Another highlight of the con-
ference is the Rotary Ann Lun-
cheon and Style Show at the
Kenlakc Hotel an Monday, March
4 at 1:00 p.m. A group of Murray
coo
Cabin recently. The Chairmaa.
- Mrs: George H.. Hallanan. Jr..
presiding. In 'her opening re-
marks to the 24 board members.
chairmen and leaders present.
Mrs. Hallanan touched on the
M. L. Davies
is sponsored by the Institute of
International. education and the
Speech 'Association of America.
The --event -is -heings-bamusithie_.
the campus by the MSC speech
department and Tau Kappa Al- Of general interest is the note
pla honirrary speech fraternity.
Guided Missile
Explodes In Air
IhrASHINGTON 4111 - An uni-
dentified guided 'missile fired
at Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.,
i;riciay went out of control and
'Delegation Appears Before
Council On Issue Last Night
R. L. Cooper headed a dele-
gation last' night, in regard to
the fluoridation of the water
in the Murray Water System.
The group appeared before the
regular meeting of the Murray
City Council rast night at the
Murray Electric System building.
With Mr. Cooper were Dr.
William Pogue and Dr. Castle
Parker, local dentists, Ed Fen-
ton of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce' and Pete. Purdom of
the Young Business Men's Club.
Cooper represented both the
Lions Club and the County Health
Departinent. He explained that
it was the desire to begin the
fluoridation program in Murray.
which involves adding one part
fluoride to each million parts
of water which is in, the system.
This percentage. he said, haa
been shown to reduce tooth de-
cay substantialla, especially in
children. This • percentage .also
has been shown to be safe from
every standpoint.
. _ rooper_. emiunc41,-
where natural fluoride in a' city
area was high. that proper pro-
cedure was taken to reduce, the
amount in drinking water down
to one part in each million parts
of water.
The program has the backing
of most civic clubs and PTA
offer their help in making the -
annual day-camp a continued
Tea:. TiCrIaly caymepdhcoh.airamhann, Mherse3. - To Handle Gradual Move
possibly exploded in a great also that a contest will be •
State's sandy shore.
red flash •aiyesi the Playland canducted for the selection of of
a permanent name for the Mur-
A Pentagon spokesman dis- ray Council Day Camp. the name
closed shortly afters midnight
that the accident had, happened
at the missile test center. He
refused to release details beyond
saying that pi) awe was injured.
However, a mysierions aerial
explosion was reported earlier
Friday near New Smyrna Beach.
Fla. -- about 40 Miles north
of Patrick Air Force. Base:
All top-secret test missiles are
rigged to explode if they break
trom control. .None carry war- to.. repeal 15 girls from Murray
heads. State working with the Training
The accident was the latest School grades 3. 4. 5. 6f it can
in a recent series involving glad- be seen that people and things
ed missiles that have broken are abounding in the work of the
from control or misfired. Con- Murray Council. And there is
gress. has ordered a preliminary mom for more. Douglass High
investigation. • Girl Scout troops also have
A Matador guided mi stile went grown to the need of a third
out of control less than two troop in the year since their
weeks ago at 'Aiamagordea N. M. organization.
and presumably crashed in the
Israel From Egypt Area
By WALTER LOGAN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Israel announced today its mili-
tary leaders would meet Sunday
with United Natiotts officials ti,
plan the Israeli withdrawal from
Egyptian territory along the Gulf
of Aqaba.
There were • indications t h
withdrawal from the Gaza Strip
would be delayed until the Unit-
ed Nations. Makes good on Israeli
"assumptions" the area will be
administered by U. N. forces
during a transitional 'period,
Maj. Gem Moshe Dayan, chief
of staff of the, Israeli armed
forces. annoanced he was meet-
ing Maj. Gen. E. L. M. Burns,
head of the U. N. Emergency
Forces (UNEF) at Lydda Air-
Rocky Mountains,
A Snark - an atomic missile. This IN eek s Balance Sheet
With Intercontinental range 2 The UNEF, ri0 Egypt, will
broke from control at Patrick In The Hot and Cold War be the agency to set tip civillast December and presumabls-
The Fcoruary meeting of the For Pastors
. executive board of the Murray
Council of Girl Scouts of Amer-
The Martin Chapel Methodistica was held in the Girl S t
-ChUreh was host to a pot-luck
sappers Jot New . Hope, .Snlphur
Springs and Martin Chapel
churches. on Wednesday night at
the church. •
The dinner was in honor and
appreciation for the work done
purpose of scouting, to serve the ay Rev. W. A. Edwards, his wifegrowing girl, on the procedures.
necessary to carry out this. goal 
[Mrs. Edwards and-. son Ricky,
who are being moved from these
of the development of well- three churches to a church in
rounded, resourceful young worn- Memphis, and also to welcome
arnhood, the mechanics Of Which tilt new pastor, Rev. L. R. Joiner,
are implemented by the delicat- Mrs. Joiner and their four chit-,
ed service. of the boaktmembers dren..
and' leaders dealing directly with Two long tables were filled
the girls, and by the enlightened
with good food. After the group
support of the parents and corn-
sang "Praise God from Whom
mummy as a whole. Once the
all Blessings Flow", Rev. Joiner
attention of the workers present gave a prayer of thanks.
was called to the over-all picture
Fallowing the dinner more
of the goal of scouting, the busi- ,
ness of the meeting was carried soanrgdss. were seudng ands  Rev.i tEd-
out, and the work . of the various showed d.tf:ome pictureh
committees ieported by t e i r slides of. t e erent c urc
MEM activiti s
tee churches are sad
that Day Camp for this • year
is tentatively set for the week
of June 10. A "package" leader-
training course will he given in
day camp skills -- this an ire-
vitatien for women :interested as
to appear on the t-shirts- the
scouts plan to have for sale in
the. spring. Here's a double in-
centive for the search for an
appropriate. name for the Day
Camp.
With the House Committee
displaying much needed n e w
storage racks handsomely in-
stalled in the equipment room,
and the Organization Comm. able
continued, backed by U. S. de-
• larations that the gulf is inter-
national 'waters.
By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Priss Staff Correspondent
The week's good and bad news
on the international balance
sheet:
The serious aitilation caused by
Israel's refusal to withdraw ilrom
two Egyptian areas, which it
seized in its invasioralasa (Klaiber,
appeared to be nearing solution.
r•Tii- Announcement was expecied at
any time that Israel had agreed
American proposals under
h7.eihic it would withdraw from
e positions It held in the Gaza
trip and am the Gulf of Aqaba
Coast.- 
..The remaining question w s
whether the solution would be
acceptable, in its present form. to
President Gamal Abdel Nasser of
Egypt.
• Chiefs of state of four Arab
nations embroiled with Israel
met in Cairo. They called for
Iscael's unconditional withdraw-
al. -
President Eisenhower an d
French Premier Guy Mallet con-
ferred in !Washington. They found
themselvc:a in agreement on most
at the problems which concern
the Big Thre•e Western Allies.
Israel
Rotary Arms is in charge cif ar- Ann Lunch on at Inc enlake 
Hotel. A large delegation of President 
Eisenhower and Sec-
rangements far the ' luncheon
Rotarians and their Rotary Anns 
retary of State John Foster Dul-
Wch will also feature an ad-
from the Rotary Cleth of Murray lesa.had 
tried for more than two.
dress by Mrs. A. Z. Baker . of ,. , • •
ia expected ta attend. The Moir- weelts to get 
Israel - to Withdraw
Cleveland, Ohmic, fnm the Gaza Strip add the
The Conference -Banquet will. ray Rotary Club is in charge of coast of the Aqaba Gulf. The al-
bes held at Kentucky Dam Village arrangements f o r entertaimin3rit Atirriative to Withdrawal was ac-
.__
-
.asalasaiataaaaassaceriar saaasastaarat. yea
a
The
to see Rev. Edwards leave, a
spokesman said, but wish for
then-, much success and happiness
in their new work.
The church is looking forward
to a good year with the new
pastor. Rev. Joiner,
lion by the United Nations against
Israel.
Faced with the possibility of
economic penaltias, in which the
United States might take part,
the Israelis agreed in principle
to withdraw. Under the United
States proposals, it was hoped
thal Israeli shipping might be
permitted free passage through
the gulf of Aqaba an that. getter-
antees would be obtain-ed to stop
Egyptian guerrilla raids on Israel
from the Gaza area..
Arabs
President Nasser, King Saud of
Saudi Arabia, King Hussein of
Jordan and President .ShaltriaAl_ j 
Kuwally of Saria met for thre-
days. Saud. fresh from a vis
to Waahinglon, explained to his
fellow ,leaders the aims of tht
Eisenhower Doctrine under which
United States forces would be
used if necessary to combat any
Communist aggression against
the Arab countries.
Ni, announcement ' was made
whether Saud had any success in
convincing his fellow leaders
that the United States was act-
ing in good faith. Cairo . di-
spatches indicated that Nasser
and Kuwat ly remained stespicious.
M ollet
President Eisenhower and Pre-
mier Monet completed the first
stage of restoring high-level ale
lied meetings. The second stage
will conic when British Prime
Minister Harold alactnillan and•
the President meet in Bermuda
on March 21.
J_
until he has talked with Dayan.
The situation was pleasing to
neither- Jew nor Arab. Premier
tpa-vid Ben-Gurion of Israel fac-
t eara political rebellion. and an
Egyptian spokearnan eat id the
Arabs would believe the Israeli the nation as winter hung on
withdrawal when they see it. in New England, covering the
a area with____as much__as an inch.
.Israel Politics Affected
- many ;northeastern stations.
Several Israeli eelitteal parties A, freight train loaded with
Ladled -demonstrations for _today pertlooes hit a school bus in a
the principal -pities-Li Jeri- blindtng snowstorm at Bancroft,
aaleM. Tel Aviv and alaifg against
' the settlement Two of nen-
Gurion's coalition cabinet parties
were in revolt and may cause
a political crisis this week end.
The Arabs indicated they were
Itfainciods of the Israeli with-
drawals despite a promise to
nine Arab leaders in Washington
by Secretary af state John
Foster Dulles. denying reports
of any ,"deal" and- saying' there
were "no conditions" to the
Israeli withdrawal. • er . of the nation and. in the
The independent Cairn news- South A cold whiff of air
paper Al Ahrarn said today the dropped the Mercury nearly 30
withdrawal must be "uncondi-
tional" and that Egypt will ,ped
be bound by any promises given
to Israel by the "United States.
groups. Cooper said that 26 or
27 cities in Kentucky now, have
the fluoridation 'program cover-
ing about 750.000 people.
The plan has-to be ,approved
thir the StaleaJicalth Departmentbefore it ja instatated.Fluoride is odorless and taste-.
less and is a known agent for
-reducing tooth decay when prop-
erly used. .
The council went on record
as being in favor of the project
and City Water Superintendent
Rob Huie was instructed to check
on the cost of necessary equip-
ment which is used in the pro--
gram.
Crso'pet - added that over ten
years of research has gone into
the fluoridation program for use
in city water supplies.
In other aetion the council
approved the purchase of fifty
mercury vapor lamps to be used
around the square and just off
the square where the new lights
were installed several years ago.
sitseiree-tepe pederearrariearalitipara
ports the lights will be used as
they are now With only the
light fixture itself being chang-
ed.
The city ha s several mercury
vapor lights now in use around
the new electric building on
Olive street
When these are installed in
tai present new type street lights,
1. -.2.-e.ent lights will be placed
in atrvantageous spots where more
light is needed in the city.
A request was made by Carl-
ton Buchanan and James Las-
siter for rezoning in the block
where the Buchanan and Las-
siter automobile business is now
located on Chestnut street.
The lot is zoned for business.
but only for 150 feet along 12th
street. The lot across Twelfth
street from the automobile busi-
ness is zoned for 400 feet along
12th street.
The request was made so that
a proper building for their busi-
ness could be erected. The zon-
ing board will be called back
into session to diseual.thesrob-
lem. The council went on record
favoring the action.
port in Israel Sunday to ar-
range the Aqaba withdrawal. . •
Informed sources in Tel Aviv
said the to generals would
discuss only the "preliminary at%
rangements" . for the pullbaeffa
from Sharm El Sheikh. t
Egyptian fortress dominating thu
entrance to the Gulf rat Aqaba
Follows Withdrawal Promise
Israeli sources said this was
the "first phase" of the with-
diawal announce•d Friday in New
York by Mrs. Golda Meir, the
Israeli fareita minister, and that
withdrawal' from the Gaza Strip
will come later.
Mrs. Meir, in announcing TS - Gamblers Slog
rael's intentions, mentioned two
'assumptions": Through Deep Snow
I. Freedom of navigation in
the Gulf ofA qaba will be By UNITED PRESS
Gamblers slogged through four
Inches of snow under the all-
night lights ea Las Vegas eaaly
today, and it they took the tithe
to look, they saw nature's own
show of night lights US the
sky.
The gambling casino patrons-
usually impervious to every-
thing but the. roulette tables
in the center of the nation's
heaviest snosviall Friday night.
Las Vegas also was one among
numerous points which reported
an unusual display of the North7
etn Llights. Garden City, Kan.,
and the NeVada gambling city
were the awe, southermost spots
to sight the Aurora Borealis.
There was snow elsewhere in
Man faraday. killing the bus
drivel and a who' girl-
Further down t he Atlantic
Coast skies were clear after two
days of heavy rain, but there
was light vow in Vie upper
Mississippi Valley an Great
Lakes region, and showers and
snow flurries in the Southwest
in conjunction with the heavy
snowfall at Las Vegas.
The biggeat 'change in temp-
erature was felt down the cent-
degrees in 21 hours n the tipper
Mississippi Valley. Birmingham,
Ala.. reported readings in the
30's and southern Florida got
It said Egypt will "Win her full 1 (Iowa, to the; atga. -
rights if it takes her a thausand More cold weather was fore-
years and means the sheeliaing cast fur the northern Midwest
of the last drop of blood." 
_east to the Atlantic Coast,
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That brought- an immediate re-
ply from Wursley.
— _ —
"From me to Phil, here's a
By RUDY CERNKOVIC
- - - 
.
a .;:. mernb...,.. ,,t- the Murray quote: Tell him he's full of ba-
Un•ted Press Sports Writer State 
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schedule that lists 8 in & dual match last year. . -
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l'iltl,., ..II 4L-..-., T .,.,r the Year 
.u-arnentals taught by his fa-
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Jimmy Piersall, the Boston
Red S'ox' all-out outfielder, was
classified officially as a hold
out along with five -teammates
today as the American League's
perennial pennant contenders op-
ened -wring training- at sarasyga,'
Fla.
In addition to the fleet, cocky
Piersall, inftelders Ted Lepcio
and Bilk Klaus, outlielder Gene
Stephens, catetwor.,b4mmy White
and pitcher. audy ..ilnarcin also
were unsigned when Bosox
went through their initial drill
under Manager Mike Higgins.
Although disappointed over the
absence of Piersall, Higgins still
had ''the big guy" around to.
lead the Bosco( through their
first limbering up exercises. Ted
Williams said he was feeling
"tit as a fiddle" for the start
of his 15th season "and rarin"
Tigeis Fall 78-51 As Concord
Is Defeated By South Marshall ,
Marshall County consolidators
knocked out the last remaining
Calloway opposition last night
in the 4th district semi-finals
before a crowd of 4500.
North Marshall handed Mur-
ray's Tigers a 78-51 trouncing
in the opener and the South
Rebels whacked New Concord
65,50._ The Marahall rivals will
met t at 8:00 tonight for the
district championship.
The Confederates naturally
were led by Harold Wilkins
and Bob - Portis, the Brewers
half of the Brewers-Hardin al-
liance. The former tallied 2b
points to run his tournament
total to 79. Portia, one of the
best small rebounders in the
state, scored
The Redbirds were a marked
contrast from their supurb tri-
uumph over Lynn Grove the
night before and unable to score
consistently until late in the
contest. The Rubs retained corn-
to go." plete command after vauling in
Meanwhile, t h e Milwaukee front late in the first quarter
Braves also had six players un- on a sinker by Portia. The Birds
signed as they approach het-- drew first blame on -a J. W.
official opening of their. sprig Willoughby hook. Concord made
drills Friday. Veteran right -
hander Lew Burdette conferred
with General Manager John
Quinn - Tuesday at Bradenton,
Fla., but did not agree to terms.
Outfielder Bill Bruton a rid
shortstop Johnny Logan still are
at their Milwaukee homes and
giving every indication of holding
out past the Friday deadline.
The athes unsigned Braves are
ouefielder Wes Covington, first
baseman Frank Torre and pitcher
Ernie Zehnaon.
Regional
Starts Here
Next Week
The North Jets never headed,
were comfortable until Murray's
men began leaving the game
because of foils. The flyers held
a 43-36 half time lead which
was mostly a dnel with Jerry
Buchanan who chalkeds.'ab his
teams first 17 points before
John Hill finally counted with
2 free throws-, - his nightie tettelse---
The Tigers crept to within
three points of the North in
the last three minutes of the
third period, but the Jets roared
back ito ice the game after Hill
and 'Dan Pugh joined James
Armies in the foul club. Buchanan
was the nights high scorer with
29.
An all tournament team will
be selected after tonight's gam..
Both North and South Marshall
will represent the district in
next week's regionals which get
untie:way here on Wednesday.
A SWITCI-:
HOUGHTO,N Mich. --RR--
Houghton County Sheriff Fred J.
Ricasvn, and - 410a.stcock Police
Chief Raymon. Smith wwappe
oaly one other threat when Jobs Jan. I. Smith defeated Pau
Buchanan scored to tighten Use
game 15-18 mid way of the
second period; The South quickly
mounted its calvary to secure
a 30-19 half time lead.
son in the Republican primary
and then won the general elec-
tion. The Hancock city council
then decided to make Paulson
Smith's successor as police chief.
20 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
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'he .1954-5.) season.
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(11,.s.• Pitt because of its ri, . .
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'Marshall Fives Eliminate Local Cagers
Goalie Is Piersall Is
Charged With Listed As
Being Lazy A Holdout
By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
• NEW YORK tIn -Phil Watson,
the Nee. York Rangers' fiery.
outs/sateen manager, today accus-
ed goalie Lorne tGumpi Worsley
ol being the most uncooperative
pla-YEr -On chib," Who is
-jeopardizing" the Rangers' Na-
tional Hockey -League playoff
chances by failing to keep train-
ing rules.
.“You can't 001 OM with
beeriparrel Watsbn
screamed alter Wursiey gave up
three goals in the. thins period
Neemeactay night that enabled
tne hicago black Hawks to gain
a 6-6 standoif with the Rangers
at Madison Square Garden. •
Neacr a great Ve'orsley admirer,
Watson was particularly upset
that Hec Lalande ut the Black
Hawks, ho nad scored only
be4.- en goals in 40 previous games
this -season, tallied three times in
:he black Hawks' uphill fight.
"When a dope like Lelande
scores three goals in one game,
how. good can the goalie be?"
Watson asked ,sarcastically.
"Every time 1 hop en this fel-
low tWorsley 1, everybody ac-
cuses me of unjuctly attacking
him," the Ranger manager edged.
-But the sa.tie guys who go in
alter a game and pat lum on the
back are the guys who are buy-
ing him beer. -- -
Asked if . he planned any dieci-
plmary- action against his chunky
goalie, Watson tugged violently
, at his necktie and barked:
m not going to fine him.
I'm
that this exercise is terrific as a But 
not
tell
n , y 0 tho 
this,replacebrotnhiell
Practicina developer of linger tip control I'm going to ride him hard the
3 
which to me. is important," said rest of -the season."
the 
S
eider Hennon. 
. i Told tnat Worsley admitted he 
eeret-01-'--- 
,"Aayed a lousy game,". Watson
snickered- arid 7.ild: "Hell, he's
Four Counted On To even been lousier than that.".
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With the district finals being
determined in the first reg:on
tonight, the participants will as-
semble he-re next week for tee
regional tournament which be-
gins here Wednesday.
Teams which will perfol-m in
the tournament include North
and South Marshall from the
4th disttice Paducah Tilghman,
Ballard. Memorial, 2nd district
A wedding of interest is that of Miss Reba Mae H
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale, to Mr. Ed Fran
Kirk, son of Mrs. Kate Duiguid Kirk.
Both the bride and groom graduated from Murray
High School and have had three years at Murray State
College.
At present Mrs. Kirk holds a position in the law of-
fice of Nat Ryan Hughes and Mr. Kirk, a young man
'with 'sterling qualities, ts connected with -E.- S. Dinguid•
and Son' Furniture Store.
One hundred and eighty-eight students from CallcZ,
way County have enrolled for the spring semester at
Murray State College, according to a report issued from
the registrar's office. Spring enrollment begun Monday,
February 1, and notwithstanding flood conditions, nearly
800 students-have already enrolled in the college proper.
Miss Jane Veale, who is a student in St. Mary's of
the Woods, Indiana, spent the week-end with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L L. Veale.
Parvin Blalock, Murray grocer, bought in the old,
home place of his father, Bob Blalock, when it was soli.,
by' theMaster Commissioner Monday for the purpose or
ofi
Fourth District Tournament Finals Are Set Tonight
• N. MARSHALL
BYE
ere
N. MARSHALL - 71
KIRKSEY
BYE
Wed. 7:00
KIRKSEY - 44
N. MARSHALL - 78
MURRAY
BYE
ALMO - 74
•
Tues.% 7:00
HAZEL - 47
S. MARSHALL - 65
1 
Tues. 8:30
BENTON - 62
M.T.S.
MURRAY - 45
Wed. 8:30
ALMO - 35
Fri. 7:00
SEMI-FINALS
MURRAY - 61
N. MARSHALL
I S. MARSHALL - 80
BYE
LYNN GROVE
BYE
Thurs. 7:00
M.T.S. - 45
S MARSHALL - 65
LYNN GROVE - 71
NEW CONCORD
BYE
Thur5..8:30
 N. CIACORD - 73
Fri. 8:30'
SEMI-FINALS
N. CONCORD - 50
Sat. 8:00
FINALS
S. MARSHALL
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Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEWARK. N. J. ,11" — If you
wondered what over happened
to Kid Gavilan, the Cuban Hawk
is 'still fight-real good.
Tbe old man of the Sugar
Cane Mountains 'tackled a young
gent named Vince Martinez in
the smokeLfilled Newark Armory
-Tuettlay -night—And- -even with
the Spanish surnames the "Keed"
svould have been a winner any-
-A...here- except in he --Mart i nes
back yard.
But Vince is from Paterson,
N. J., and Gavilan hails from
CPba-
Referee Joe Harrison voted
Martinez the winner of the 10-
round pier-sixer — six, three
and one even. The Kid may
have been "robbed" better, but
whoever did it had to carry a
*gun.
For years they have referred
to Gavilai* the flat-featured tig-
er from- the tropics. as "the
•
•
magnificent faker." This was
due to the fact that he fought
one minute of each round and,
coasted the remainder.
But Gavilan did no faking
Tuesday night as he fought three
honest minutes every round and
gave Martinez — five years and
50 fights younger — as much
as he could handle.
--The Kid still tonkeu—tnre—
kid at what should be an over-
the-hill 31. Possibly he is in-
ired -novr• by -the--domestic- and
tax problems which have kept
hirn commuting between no-place
and obscurity since he lost the
welterweight crown to Johnny
Saxton three years ago.
He's still wasp-waisted and
still uses that flashy bolo punch
he always whipped up from
the' cellar. Only now, wit' n time
and the terror of poverty press-
ing in on him -just as it did
when he was a fresh kid cut
.out of the cane fields, Gavilan
goes at it from bell ,to bell.
Plan For Western Unity
In a harmonious meeting at the White House, Presi-
dent Eisenhower meets with French Premier Guy M01-
let (seated), from which meeting came an announce-
ment that the President of France will visit the U.S. in
June. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and
French Foreign Minister Christian Pineau (right stand-
ing) joined the talks to confer on closer Western unity.
BLIND, BUT SHE SKIS
•
Instructor Walter Slugger holds up be to direct Mrs. Keitlen.
Bell guides Mrs. !Britten as she glides °ter the snow.
Mrs. Keltlen glide smoothly downhill, on her own this time.
le MONTHS OF BLINDNESS hasn't eliminated skiing for Mrs.
TI•e7ma Keitlen, 33, who claims it gives hernin exhilsrating sense
of freedom." This series shows- her at the flousquet ski lodge in
rwith a am bell. (International).
Pittsfield', Masa'. Usually her skiing comparn stays 10 to 15
yards in front of her; guiding he 
a • •
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4
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Doctor Examines Misunderstanding Between
The Public And The Medical Profession
By OR. ELMER HESS
Written For United Press
What do people think about
doctors? Does the public respect
the medical profession — have
faith in physicians? Or is there
a growing animosity toward
medical_ men? 
_ _
From the things you • some-
times read or the comments you
hear you might get the idea
people are p r'e t I y disgriintled
about the men who serve their
medical needs. How many times
have you encountered criticisms
like these?. -
"Doctors are impersonal—they
are curt to people who aren't
seriously ill and belittle their
problems . . ." •
-Doctors charge too much . ."
"Doctors add to a patient's
bill when they find he carries
insurance . . • 's •
Well, I can tell you that dur-
ing my term of office as presi-
dent of the American Medical
Association I got some first-hand
information en this subject. In
my extensive travels I question-
ed all kinds of Americans to
find out their feelings toward
sinctors. Arid 1 studied every
letter of complaint I received..
He Was Amazed
It seems to me the number
'of complaints the president of
the world's largest medical or-
1 ganizatiim 'receives ought to be
a pretty .good means of measur-
ing the extent of dissatisfaction
around the country. I was actual-
ly amazed how few such letters
I received. In a country with
e
Martinez Now
Popular As
Challenger
NEWARK, N. J. SP Welter-
weight contender rince Martinbz
wasn't a very popular victor
over the rejuvenated Kid Gavi-
Ian, but he was thrust forward
today as • a $100,000-guarantee
challenger for either the welter-
weight or middleweight titles by
elated New Jersey " promoters.-
He was also considered for
a return bout with either of
the ex-welter champions, Gavilan
or Tony DeMarco,
Cuban Gavilan. 31. was ' yell-
ing for another fight with Mar-
tinez of Paterson. N. J.. a
he deserved the rematch • ise
of his magnificent pert( ance
in Tuesday night's am-barn
brawl before a r-capacity
8.527 in the big 'ark Armory.
Despite a fly night they
drew .135.92 — Newarks' larg-
est fight e in nine years.
The oney for this non-tele-
vis • bout was not his-spent;
f Gavilan — fighting well
roughciut — staged an electri-
fying finish that had 27-year
old Martinez lurching about the
ring on rubber legs at times
in the' ninth and 10th rounds.
AO the unusually rugged "Keeci"
hid survived punches in the
earlier rounds that would has
felled a steer.
Martinez, scaling 1491  pounds
to Gavilan's 1483i and favored
at 3-1, won the referee's de-
cision. There are no judges in
New Jersey. On a rounds basis.
Referee 'Joey Harrison of Gar-
field, N. J.. gave the decision
th,Vince: 6-3-1. It was booed
for live minutes by the fan,
A United Press poll .f
sports writers at the riukiu
favored Gavidan, 11-4-2. The
United -Press had the fight scor-
ed even on rounds, but favored
Martinez because of 'itis con-
sistently harder punching through-
out.
McCarthy Target
Supreme Court Justice Wham
J. Brennan, Jr., of New Jersey
was charged by Senator Joseph
R. McCarthy (R) of Wis., with
making decisions whieh "are
likely to hirri our Worts to fight
communism" at the Senate Judi
ciary corn,mittoe's hearing on his
i appointment. "-
(International Sounilphoto.)
r&fid
•••••
a population., of over 160 million,'
people I received less than 1,000
letters of complaint ahd I per-
sonally answered each one.
Within the last fewyears the
medical profession has set up
mechanisms to handle real or
imat.ined -grievanees_ . -We _call
them grievance or mediation
committees and a majority of
state and gourity_ineclical societies
have them today. These are
committees made up of doctors
to whom a person can take
a complaint about a physician
or some aspect of medical serv-
ice. You get a fair hearing be.
fore such a committee. And an
honest attempt is made to settle
N.Y. 4-H Clubbers
Raising Pheasants
ITHACA, N. Y
than 50,000 pheasants rated by
4-H Club members were released
in New York state in 1956.
The. youngsters got the day-old
chicks from the state Conservation
Department and Sportsmen's
groups without -charge. The chicks
were inspected when they were
seven ‘veeks old and the club
members received $1 for each
satisfactory bird.
The 4-H Club members, have
raised more than 296,000 phea-
sants since 1947.
problems fairly,.
One thing doctors have learn-
ed in their recent efforts to
reduce complaints is that simple
misunderstanding is usually the
major cause. Often, when both
sides to the controversy come
tt. understand the -w hole situa-
tion, complaints vanish in' thin
air.
_ Polices—Own Ranks-
The medical professional tra-
ditionally has kept tabs on its
own members — policed its own
ranks, so to speak. in an effort
to make sure doctors conform
to the highest ethical concepts
of ..the practice of medicine. And
just to show you that doctors
don't whitewash a colleague
when they find he has violated
an ethical principle or has not
acted in accordance with god
standards of medicine, let me
tell you a true story. 
•
An Oakland, California woman
had surgery and when she re-
ceived her bill, felt her surgeon
had overcharged her. Even though
she was wealthy. the woman
refused tel, pa 4 this „„bill. She
tok her complaint to the Ala-
meda County Medical Society.
Their grievance committee heard
her story.
"Ot. course, I could ypay the
fee charged." she said, "but it
is many times what is charged
for a similar operation in this.
area."
The committee investigated and
learned that her physician had
failed to tell her prior to the
operation what the charge would
be.
The Ama, to prevent such
misunderstandings, encourages all
phj•siciaist to discuss fees in
advance with patients and* to
itemize bill for clarity. When
the committee suggested to the
physician that he reduce his bill
to make it closer to the going
rate for such s_vrgery, he re-
fused. Then the ',grievance com-
mittee took its stand. It told
him that since he had not agreed
upon a je.e. _prior_ to_ the operi7.
tion, ..be should accept the usual
fee. If he did not do so, the
committee said, it would defend
the patient's position if the case
Rat Defended As
Serving Purpose
TUSCALOOSA, Ala -JIB— A
University of Alabama student
who serves as "rat keeper" in the
psychology department's testing
laboratory has come out in de-
fense et the pesky rodent most
people consider a plague rather
than a blessing.
Author Snider, Mobile, Ala.;
said rats serve as science's best
"guinea pigs" to determine - the
basic behavior patterti of turn)st
beings.
"Never call a sempfdreki-rat,"
Snider said. "rats,aer too good
a purpose.
Snider ought to know them as
well as ay . He tends 110 rats
daily. .--
went to court. Needless to say,
the physician accepted an "aver-
age" fee.
No Two Cases Alike
However, there's one thing
patients sometimes don't realize.
No two cases are exactly alike.
There may be good reasons
why Mrs. Jones may pay less
for a medical service than some-
one in your family does for a
similar picicedure. I Once treated
two men who were neighbors.
Both had similar symptoms and
'both had-- to-- - have stIrgery.' In
one case the man a condition
easily conectcd. The other un-
fortunately -bad--a malignancy--se
his operative result wasn't good.
TNe man with the malignancy
checked with his neighbor, found
there was a difference in the
operative results, and refiAed
to pay his 'bill. Did we attempt
to collect? 0 f course ridt. This
story merely illustrates-the many
varioations in what_ often appear
to be identical cases. That's , why
it is difficult toAstablish defin
average fees/for specific, 5farlidi-
tions.
The matter of fees s some-
times result in tified com-
plaint's. There occasional in-
stances of rcharging. A few
doctors may hike a bill when
patients have insurance. But I'd
be willing to bet that • when..
you hear a complaint about over-
charging or fee
-hiking, it is
generally because of a misunder-
standing of the situation rather
than because the phys;ast. is
guilty. The medical p ession
itself is working hard ,/o weed
out any cases of ab,ae of this
type.
Doctors . Human
As for the' 
g, 
complaint that
doctors -aeUrt. -and impersonal,
to say that'difietors are tremen-
dously _lathy'. doesn't really justify
sue* titudes-:—Our—protessi
is xeOntinually impressing'
'La members the imporjance of
reeling each patient,a-s" a special
individual, not just.- as a clinical
case. Our effole to build better
doctor-patie relationships help
re-instill e qualities of kind-
liness nd patience that made
th 'horse-and-buggy doctor such
revered man. We're seeking
to train tomorrow's doctors this
philosophy.
Even so, remember that doc-
tors are human, too — they get
tire, they have personal problems,
they don't always reflect sun-
shine and light. But they try .
WE HAVE IT WE WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
1/4
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Club News
Wediiings
Aitivides Tennessee
Bishops
Will Found
Mrs. Ronda!' Burt
Presides At Meet
Lynn Grove PTA
tie Parent - ieacher Associa-
tion ul Lynn Grioe High School
mei racial:4 wish a mce group
present. Mrs. itundah Burt, vresi-
tient; tukiinett. V-1
Dr. Harry Sparks was t h e
guest spriuter win) gave a most
iii.eressuadsstailissana_ ssularcia„....
sneipins lour Chad io stway."1
s or ue‘uutai v.as given oy
Mrs. Craw toru Mc.seely. Misses
seines Stone and Juoy hIcs.eris
gd%•e a musical numper. .
Mrs. Biu uruvcic dna Mrs.
Gienn heists gave the history of
the tounuerS ot the PiA. Teri
pasc presidents were present who
were presenteu it. corsage with
edch responding With a speech.
A lounciers Day Uttering was
taken by ' two first graders,
Lenora Jean Putts and Judy
Kelso.
• ReItzr-Depart,nerrt-
ATo AleetTuesday
rhe Delta Department of the
MurrayoWonaan's Club will meet
a:. the club house. on Tuesday, o'clock.
March 5. at seven-thirty o'clock • • • •
in the evening. The Business Women's Circle
-Art for Deltas" will be the of the lit MS of the First Baptist
theme of the _program with Mrs. L. hurch will meet at the mime
Esgene Tarry. Mrs. Elliott Wear. ol Mrs. Graves Siena, Eirn Street,
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday, March 2
The Woodmen tstrcie Jr. Club
will meet from one o'clock to
two o'clock in the afternoon at
the WOW hall, members are
urged to be on time.
• • • •
The Alter Society of St. Leo's
Church will have their regular
monthly meeting Saturday at
seven-thirty o'clock at the home
uf Mrs. Ray Kern.
• • • •
The Woodmen Circle Jr. Miss
and Sorority team will meet at
two o'clock at lite WOW hall ftr
a special practice session.
Monday, March 4
The week tit pea es for home
missions will be °User\ ed by the
VOUS 01 the Memorial Baptist
Church at the church at two
o'clock.
and Mrs. John Whitnell being the
it aSers.
--The hostesses. will be Mrs. R.
H. Thurman. Mrs. Jack Frost.,
ittss Lsrene Swann.- Miss Lau-'
rine Tarry. and Mrs. Wells P.ur-
done
Mrs.. A. C. Sanders. chairman,
urges all members to attend.
• • • •
,The 7th annual Spring
•wer Pilgrimage in the Great
S:soky Msuntains National Park
***di tit _vmdueted from GatUn-
bi rg. Tenn. April. 24-27 The -
lisszaassibe.
•h ..”2  Apple 1-
B: ..ssom Festival vsill be held at
• • • •
The. Lottie biata Circle of, the
WSIS of the First Baptist Church
woo meet at the home of Mrs.
Will Frank Steely, North Six-
teenth bu-eet, at seven - thirty
••••
at bet,
• • • •
Tile Cora Graves. Circle of the
Inspection Is Held
For l'emple Hill
Chapter Of OES
i he utficial inspection for the
..hoi chapter No. 511
...osier of -the Lascern Star was
(Arlo Vsectnesaay e%erung. leo-
rutiFy at the iouge had.
sirs. Durtny Mae Lovett, Mar-
Snail, presented the flag and
-che , Nl 2-3. 
111C aitegiance was given. The
s• - Vay !;:napter was opened uf regular
bpeciai guests presented were
Max H. Churchill -....rs. Anna Buses. worthy grand
Funeral Home 
Mrs. Liana Haney Ina
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE P,ck - up 414 Delivery
Expert Dye,nci Service
A iteration Service
WALTER WATERFIELD
owner
1411 Olive Blvd. Ph. 430
B. iteea, deputy grand matron
,rid patron respectively. Mrs.
nose /teed, /stand representative;
Mrs. Dixie iiiiiictulph and Glen
Rudolph, worthy matron and
patron respectively of Alford
'chapter; Mrs. Martha Reed, wor-
they matron of Fulmosdale chap-
ter; Mrs. Mildred Bell. worthy
mattun of Murray, cnapter, Inos
A. Stallins, worthy patrun of
Benton chapter.
Protem Lifficers serving were
Mrs. Lovett. marshail., Alford
hapter; Miss Rhonaa Sue Mahan.
Ituth, Murray chapter, Mrs. Ge-
iiora Johnson, Martha. Alford
Lhapter, Mrs. Ruth Williams,
'A arder. Murray chapter; Edison
Heriteen, sentinel, Alfordthapter.
Following the close of the
meeting refreshments were serv-
HOLLAND DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
C
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Church flour
Dairy Queen
1303 W. MAIN PHONE 1619
Now Open
We Invite You To Stop By For
Your Favorite Milk Shakes
and Sundaes,
Foot Long Hot Dogs - Cold Drinks
FREE
Cones To All Children
THIS AFTERNOON
from 2 to 4 p.m.
..•••••••••mle
wanisagagams..
Mrs. Joel Crawford
hostess For Lynn
Grove Club Meet
(trove Homemakers
Club met Tuesday, leuruary 26,
.n the home of Mrs. auei Craw-
bra with Mrs. _Jun Scott, presi-
dent. in twAiiiig. Fooi
hers and one visitor were present.
Miss 5lanon Craw ford gave the '
devotion followed by a book re- I
view by Mrs. Vernon Butter--
worth. Mrs: Calvin Stott gave a
report on landscaping. The major
lesSon on -Draperies" were gi‘en
oy Mrs. Vernon Butterworth and
Mrs. Carl Lockhart. Mrs. Chf-
ford Miller was in charge of
the recreation.
The club will sponsor a family
night including a pie. supper
March 13 at seven o'ciocis in the
evening.
Mrs. Clifton Key will be hos-
tess for the next club meeting
to be held Tuesday. March 2o.
All visitors are welcome.
Expert
Speak In
Defense Snake
EAST LANSING. Mich. —2/1--
A Michigan State University spe-
cialist said snakes- are probably
the most slandered creatures in
the animal kingdom.
Dr Max Kensley, herpetologist
in the university's zoology depart-
ment, said snakes generally are
shy, quiet. sensitive and. deaf."
"About 99 percent of the leg-
ends about snakes are pure fic-
tion." Hensley said.
"Snakes have their 'place in
the balance of nature. In fact, in
some sections of the country
blacksnakes are collected and
turned loose to keep down thee
rodent populatiin. Even the ven-
om of the deadly cobra is being
put to .beneficial Use in the treat-
ment of polio."
Most poisonous snakes are
-quite slow" and their venom is
primarily a "food getting mechan-
ism, he said. The snake strikes its
prey and than tracks it to si'here
it dies. But if cornered, the snake
will strike in defense.
Hensley said another mistaken
conception is that there is a c.,r-
relation betweetr-the age and the
-number 61 rattl- Tit a rat esua e.-
Must aversion to snakes has
been passed down from one gen-
eratitin to another and many of
the fears' are unfounded." Hensley
added. He pointed 'strut - That. a
small child who has not been I •
taught to shy from snakes may
look on one of the creatures as
another pet.
Woman's Assuctattun of the Col-
age Presbyterian Church "'will
meet with Dirs. Ralphael Jones
at eight o'clock.
. • • •
The week Of prayer for home
missions will be observed by the
Woman's Mission.trys-Sociesty
the First
shuech at
Tuesday. March 5
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club Willi JAVCI
at the club house at seven-thirty
el Oek.
• • • •
' Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der ut toe itainouw fur Girls will
Meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven o'cluck.
. • • •
Group I of the CWF of the
First Christian Cnurch will meet
Ult; Oi-I.M4 qiMrs,._Grfili Mil-
,er at two-thirty o'clock.
S...
trout), U 01 the CWF of the
iirst Christian wish hieet
at the hume of Mrs. R. H. nod-
uirss at two-thirty
• • . .
'The Jessie Ludwick C'
the Woman's AssociatioVol the
Luilege Presoyterian Church will
inert at the home of Miss Matson
crawiord at two o'clock.
• • • •
The week of prayer for home
missions will be uoservect by the
*MS of the Memorial Baptist
Church at the churEla at two
u clock.
• • • •
The WMS of the First Baptist
Church will obserse the %sees of
uraser for home mission, at me
enurtn at two-thaty u ciock.
•'• . •
Driftwood And Roots
Used For Frames
WHITNEY, Ta. —4114— A for-
mer vaudeville hoofer who is a
partner in a fishing camp at-Lake
Whitney, Tex., has found another
ling of work during the camp's
off season. !'*
Bob McHale makes picture
frames from driftwood and gnar-
led- roots. The idea dawned on
Baptist Church at the bun early last year as he noticed
two-thirty o'clock. piles of wood and roots while
• • • • strohing around the shore near
tus camp.
Since then, as bitter-cold winds
whip across Lake Whitney and
keep fishermen home, AlcHale
has been constructing rustic
frames for colorful outdoor pho-
tographs.
He finds that cedar, elm, pecan
and grapevine roots are just as
adaptable as driftwood - for the
frames. He believes the first and
mast unportatir-"step is that of
cleaning the woods with. steel
briishes—thos bringing out all
the natural beauty.
Mcliaie said sine Imagination
is required tu fit suitable ,pieces
ar,11Pea-111birarhno maikhand-
some trainee.
He has developZel his own pro-
cess to treat prints of outdoor
of scenes, game, fowl,' fish and
ships so that they appear to be
oil paintings.
Personels
Mr. Ind Mrs. Hugh Harrison
Guthrie of 'Detroit, Mich., are
the parents of a daughter, weigh-
ing sesen pounds eight ounces,
born on 'Monday. February 35.
The baby- has been named Debra
Ann. Mr. Guthrie is a grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison
• 
:of Murray and Dtiora Ann is
their first great granddaughter;
however they have sevoral great
grandsons. Mr. end Mrs. HOward
Gut hri& li,rmetly Of -Murray, are
the paternal grandparents.
• . • .
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Hyde
and sons. Carl and Phillip, of
Nashville. Tenn., and Sgt. and
aarS.--Pat-Shca- of Fort Campbell
were the holiday weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Lee. Mrs.
Shea was the' former Miss Fran-
ces Wilson, granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee. The- •Hydes
formerly lived in Murray where
he was employed by the TVA.
• • • •
• The bathroofn mirror is less
likely to -steam over, if you first
rub with soap and then polish it.
For a hearty casserole, e•,.k
dried lima beans until they are
tender. Then coinbinie with dics,i
cooked ham and a well-se:1,—r, i!
cheese sauce. Bake in a rrp,o.
ate uvua 'Lau' bruwned on iv.-
.........••••• ••••7—•••••-••••••
By LEO SOROKA
untuut Pip., Staff- Correspondensa
MEMPHI.S —4th— A - Stroke of
fate has uncovered a yellowed,
almost tattered document written
almost a century !ago by the first
, bishop of the Episcopal diocese of.
1."114CIteeThe document was
_•
Found in a dilapidated building op
,the . Mississippi rivezfront hers.
I There is no certain explanation
how Bishop James Henry Otey's
-last Will and testament" got to
the place where it was found.
Nor can it be certain that all
!the wishes of Bishop Otey were
carried out to the letter..
Bishop Otey, on March 22, 1862
had taken pen in hand to write
• "being of sound mind, and aware
I of the uncertainty of life, do or-
dain, make and declare this to be
my last will and testament." .
Almost 100 years later the will
was discovered by a demolition
crew wrecking old buildings. The
will was among sundry papers of
bniihrsaS flints found - In -a - well
preserved wooden box virtually
sealed off between ceiling and
roof:
Oldtimers here said the building
used to be higher, that in years
gone by. several of the floors had
been knocked down, a new roof
' placed over the remaining flours.
I Thus, the wooden box had rested
for years. in a space not more
than 18 inches high—between
ceiling and roow.
• Six Slaves
The wit' showed that Bishop
Otey had little cash, but there
was some property in Memphis
and Chattanooga. Tenn.. Arkansas
and 'North Carolina and many I
church books which he left to
his six children with the words:
"I exhort and earnestly beseech.
my children to read, mark, learn
andsinwardly digyst'what is con-
tained in these books; and to give
good heed to tl)eit teachings as
able to make them, wise untbsal-
vation. useful in life and happy
in death."
In making specific bequests
Bibles, prayer books and Loins
church literature, he wrote:
-If I could impart to them the
w isdom they (books) contain I
!old give them that which
would be worth to, them more
than gold • and silver or all else
t that this world contains."
In his will he deposed of six
slaves to remain in the family.
"I especially enjoin that these
servants shall not be sold out of
the family and that they all be
allowed the Blessings of Christian
worship and instructing."
TOMMY SEES HIS 9TH WED
TOMMY MANVILLE, who's been through It all so 
many times, gives
a congratulatory- kiss to Anita Roddy-Eden. who 
was his ninth
wife, on the occasion of her marriage to actor John 
Sutton (left);
in New York. (international 
Soundphoto4
WANT URANIUM FROM U. S.
THE SIX SHADED NATIONS are those in the proposed cu
stoms
union in Fssrope, on behalf of which French Premier Guy /*toilet
came to the U. S. His purpose is to obtain enrii•hed uranium
for peacetime atomic power reactors, since a pooled power soureill
one of the suns of the "union." These nations already are tied i
I a cosi-atul pooL Fraztr„, alba %flute Africa peasessame lacitalediJ
--r.
•-•••••••••  ^ • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Hyde
and sons, Carl and Phillip, of
Nashville, Tenn., and Sgt. and
Mrs. Pat Shea of Fort Campbell
were the recent guests of Mr.
and -Mrs. C. R. Lee. Mrs. Shea
is the former Miss Frances Wil-
son, granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. tee. The MA's formerly
lived in Murray when—he was
employed by the TVA.
Key Witness
Boris Morn" a Hollywood film
producer and musical director,
has been revealed in New York
as the .key government witness
in the espionage prosecution of
Jack .Soble..Soble, 53. is reputed-
ly the Soviet's spy chief in th•
U.S.
(International Soundphoto.)
,-AALACATE PReVENj.
?HE DESTRUCTIVE TERkafTE
FREE INSPECTION
• TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
Phon.. 441
Kelley's Pest,
Control
Let us
recommend
a painter.
Cleft Palate Linked
To Pregnancy Stress
NEWARK, N. J. —41,11— A re-
lationship of the birth of babies
with cleft palates and harelips to
the stress laid upon mothers early
in pregnancy is suggosted in a
report by two medical research-
ers.
Of 232 cases of those congenital
,de4,ects' investigated, most of the
mother's involved suffered severe
stresses between the eights and
10th`teeks of pregnancy, the pe-
riod when the upper jaw bones
fuse in the human embryo.
Stresses noted included physi-
ologic ones froni measles, chicken
pox or diabetes, and traumatic
front injuries or accidents.
The report was made by Dr.
Lyon P. Strean, chief of the den-
tal medicine department of Me-
rck, Sharp & Dohme Research
Laboratories in Rahway, and Dr.
Lyndon A. Peer, chief of the Res
habilitation Center at St. Barna-
bas Hospital in Newark.
The research team also said
animal experiments showed that
such abnormalities as cleft palate
and harelip may be preventable
if the diet during pregnancy con-
tains adequate amounts of vita-
mins B6, B12, Gsagd others.
The report of Drs. Strean and
Peer was presented in the Journal
of Plastic and Reconstructive Sur-
gery.
Foam rubber pillows can be
put through a short spinning
cycle in the washer, but' never,
in the drye.r.
1 —LAST 
TIMES TONIGHT-
2 BIG FEATURES
RANDOLPH SCOTT
in "7th CAVALRY"
also "CALL 2455,
DEATH ROW" with
WILLIAM CAMPBELL
AININIMIMI
STARTS SUNDAY:,
WHAT HAPPENED 10 "WOE ON HER HONEYMOON?
DORIS DAY * LOUIS JOURDAN
BARRY SULLIVAN * FRANK LOVEJOY
ULIE
LE
top-quality
flat
wall
paint
SALE PRICE
REG. n32GAL.
98
GAL.
Easiest painting there is no priming, no sealing ... single
stroke with brush or roller produces the luxurious flat finish of
quality wall paints.
ONCE OVER costs less ... no undercoats to buy.
Fast-drying . . . within one hour it dries decorator-flat. Truly
durable ... can be washed repeatedly-to look like new.
Over 100 colors. Ask for free color card.
Bucy Building Supplies
Phone 991 Concord Road
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Be per word for ono day, minimum of 17 words for 50c — ec per word for th ree days. Classified ads are payable In advance.
FOR SALE
AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland
Marine insurance. Contact Wayne
Wilson, phone 321. M13C
'51 DODGE pickup. New motor.
Good mechanical condition. Call
1954.
-a.- STUDIO COUCH in good condi-
tion. Makes full size bed. Will
sell at a bargain. Phone 1280-M,
1000 Poplar. M2C
•
1950 PLYMOUTH, two-door, in
good condition. Low mileage.
Phone 074, Mrs. J. k Hosick.
M4C
70 ACRE FARM, six room house,
basement, good well water with
water in house. Ten acre under
hog fence, 45 acres under four
strand barbed wire, one and
seven-tenths tobacco base, eight
and nine-tenths corn base. On
blacktop road. Can be bought
for only $6300.
3 BEDROOM Modern house on
27 acres of land. Less than one-
half mile of city limits. House
well constructed, fully insulated,
electric heat, will trade for
cheaper house. Baucum Real
Estate Agency, office phone 48.
Hoyt Roberts 1447 and Bill Rob-
erts 453. • M4C
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1—Bposon
5—Army meal
9—Pareot Icollott/
12—Disath rattle
13—Toward the
sheltered side
14—Before
16—tinnily estidean
17—Uphoistered.
. bat kless seat
19—Arrenrement
20—Adhesive
.tmetanee
11—Kuic poetry
21—High
26—Preposition
24—Staff
29—City In Italy
30—Measured with
• chronometer
33—The ankle
34—South
American
lautilittains
35—Male swan
36—I ieltrium
tremens tebb;.)
37-14anIp name
38—Mutilate
41—Part of step
48—Covered
Inside of
44—Orator
is-Puff up
49— Ventilate
Pt—Sacred Imes*
53—Selar disk
59—rootlike part
54—Nerve network
55—Coln
DOWN
1—Giobes
3—I 'ii
3—Winged
Answer to YeSterd•y's Puzzle
A
2.
OR HUMOR 803
ma mama um
DO =MOO 3121e
AMR OW003
mmo mum
mo umm mon
o MOM UDR cogIwamoto muu UND
DOOM ROW MUD
WURWW bJ
UMOI MBEIRU MUU
OD OUSOIR OMR
1M MMUUM 0130
, • *I 1 •: y ..• 0
i 4
.•
i 11
//::),•
ad !I r3 2 ,25
/.5 27
A, 32
1.0
V ,///, yg ieee
et in v 5
f,s, .107
I/4 02
'S.
4.- SF
.14 ••141.01•44*.0.414...
4—Abatement
(colioe.t
4—Parent ((Wing
6—Ran a•WaY to
be married
7—Bristles
8—Plares.
9—Debases
10-31acew
11 —EAR
16—Reproductive
bottles
IS—Aquatic
mammal
22—Seed container
24—Clamorous
25—Final
26—Fast Indian
woody vin•
27—Keen
29—Chat
31 — Worahi priers
23 Bolehevik
leader
31—Rocky hill
36—Vegetable
311—Nod tile nf etrine
having envitY
of crystals
39—Flowering
ahrph
41.3-4;rn,ing Out cr
42--MIX
111--fthert Int KO
45—Denreaainn
44— Weaken
47—Cravat
61—French 'rile!,
EUZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
DIVA N, TELEPHONE TABLE
with seat. Phone 533. M5c
FOR RENT
_J
2 BEDROOM unfurnished' apart-
ment, located at 304% South 12th
St. Call 16 or 700. M2C
5 ROOM unfurnished apartment.
Available now. Call 33. 503 Olive.
M2C
FURN ISHED APARTMENT a-
vailable at once. Call 100, Mrs.
A. D. Butterworth. M5c
TWO ROOM AND THREE room
apartments, furnished. Cold and
hot water, bath. Married couples
preferred. Phone 325. 1206 West
Main. Mlp
1957
• Standard Diary
• Aristocrat Diary
• Cash Account Diary
Auto Record Book
Auto Expense Book
Travelers Expense Book
Day-At-A
-Glance Book
Memo Book
1957 Calondars
Office Supply Department
Ledger & Times
Call 55
NOTICE
HELP WANTED Manager. Phone 121 M16C
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
- uvei half century. Porter White,7
WANTED: Married man with car,
age 22-40, with high school edu-.
cation, to work 8 hours or more
daily. Must have goad personal-
ity.- We train and finance. Phone
or write Fuller Brush Co., 422
Columbus Ave Paducah, Ky.,
phone 3-2777 `:i• Clifton Coleman,
Manager. M9C
 •  
 
-
RESPONSIBLE IND1 V-1-DU AL
with car for Courier-Journal
dealer route in Murray. This is
an excellent part time job with
good earnings. For personal in-
terview write- to Box' 32-C, Mur-
ray Ledger and Times, Murray,
Ky. M5P
'NOTICE
Jean Weeks
Will return to her position
as Hair Stylist at
Judy's Beauty Shop
Fridaiy, March 1
For Appointments
Telephone 1091
A Call for 1 odor Barth
C1964 by rliaabeth Seifert Reprinted by psernlasion of the pub-Dodd, Mead • Co. Distributed by Kias Features Syettie.r..
CHAPTER 23
NAG CHi uNiaTias picked up
1'1 the flort.st's box, and when
uie red car plified up behind the
police cat he WES the one to step
forward and glee. the somewhat
apprehensive young couple. They
could be I onernooners. The girl
was no chore than twenty, the
• yo me man older, but both were
coesiderably flustered.
Mo welcomed them effusively,
turning on all his charm. "We
represent the Hollies Lions Club,"
he announced to all concerned.
"Tonight is our annual stunt din-
ner, and you have been selected to
be our guests, not only for the
banquet, but to stay overnight
and accept the gifts which we
have for you. As an earnest of
what we have in mind,. It is my
t pleasure and honor to present the
little lady wan this orchid."
Ile bowed and held out the box.
The girl took it, after a glance
at the young man to see if he
approved. "Why," We said faint'
ly, "thank you very mulch."
MO went on to list the enter-
tainment in store for the young
people. A de luxe cabin at the
motel, their car serviced, oil and
gasoline supplied— and a long
list of "gadgets and things to be
presented at the banquet, with
appropriate plugs for the don-
ors."
-I thought you were chair-
man," June murmured to Grady
Barton.
"I am. But you know Ma —
and let him aloe*. He's doing all
right."
Mo was doing an right. Now he
WIWI making a production ref In-
troducing the Lions and their
Ladies.
-fm Fred Reynolds," the pleas-
ant-faced young man said.
"And thls is your blushing
bride!" boomed litto. *Ten miles
down the road, we spotted you.
Our powerful radar took up a
trail of rice and rose petals."
Again the young people ex-
changed glances.
"That's some radar you have,"
drawled the young woman. She
was a small, slender girl, with
black hair cut urchin style.
"I'U pay a dime for every grain
-of rice you find In our car," of-
fered Fred Reynolds.
"What are you quoting on
blushett?" asked Mo.
-
They'll bring a quarter."
"If they are honeymooners,"
Grady heard Ruth Lee sax to
June, "they are making a good
job of not admitting it."
"Let's get this show on the
road. Mo," saki Grady, going up
to that noisy young man. And
within ten minutes the doctor's
ear was following the red one of
their guests, Me and Virginia
• 0* a
now riding with the staangers.
On the way to the hall where
the dinner would be served. June
and the Lees and Grady summed
up what little information they
had concerning the Fred Reyn•
oldses. The girl's name was Julia
—they came from Minneapolis,
or near by—and June suggested
to Grady that the girl might want
to change her clothes before be-
ing photographed as their guest
of the !veiling.
The girl was wearing a camel's
hair coat over a knitted dress of
dull green.
They pulled up at the hall and
saw that Mo was already mar-
shaling his guests Indoors, flash
guns popping.
It turned out that Julia Rey-
nolds definitely did want to
change, and within ten minutes
she appeared in a smart costume
of brown and gold, her orchid on
her shoulder, her short hair brush-
ed into a black satin cap. "Now,"
she said, "you can take my pie.
ture"
The members and their guests
crowded delightedly around the
two strangers, Mo still acting as
master of ceremoniet.
"Isn't your tongue tired?"
asked June, coming up to where
Grady leaned avairint the wall,
watching what went on.
He grinned. "Entertaining an
idea," he murmured.
"Can I betp?"
He stood looking at her for a
long minute. She was such a
pretty girl—tonight she wore a
shiny port of white dress: it had
a demure picket held snug with
tvrinkly buttons, and a stiff, flar-
ing skirt_ There was pleased ani-
mation in her pretty face, and
genuine interest. He sighed. 'Tell
me," he asked, "that dress Julia
is wearing—is it rather sophis-
ticated for • bride's trousseau?"
June turned and stood on tip-
toe to look again at the guest of
the evening: she WEB In a group
of people now going through the
opened doors into the dining
room. About all she could see
was the back of their honor-
guest's cropped head, her bare
shoulders and arms.
"It's an Indian' print," she told
Grady. "Copper on black — very
handsome — and yes, sophisti-
cated is the word. But brides
could, I suppose, have such
clot hes."
He laughed. "My notions of
such garments are rose-colored
and finely."
"I always suspected that you
were a sentimentalist," June told
him, laughing, and going &Tong
with him to the dining room.
The golektti of honor would be
seated watts the deb officers at
the head WSW Grady's corrurated
Job was just about over and ...lone,
except to read the list at gifts
to be showered upon the young
couple. Mo bustled up to suggest
that he should sit at the nead
table to do this . Grady de-
murred. The seating was all ar-
ranged; he was nearby.
"Nobody's got ern to admit
they are honeymooners," said NIti
loudly. "Hey! That gives me an
idea. Watch me have some fun."
The tables were set to form an
extending E from the head table.
Grady's committee sat at the one
forming the middle prong. Now
Mo could turn and by lifting his
voice get the attention of their
young guests. "Hey, Reynolds!"
he called. "How many kids do you
and the missus have?"
"Oh, now, look" cried Rey-
nolds, good-naturedly. But red
flamed into Julia's face and
throat, a painful, hurting blush.
"Let them alone, Mo," June
urged the big man.
"Only havin' fun," he eicusied
himself.
Everyone was seated with a
great scraping of chairs, and the
food was brought in, hot ..and
savory.
"That blush tied it," declared
Mo. -They're honeymooners all
right."
"If they're married at all,"
murmured Grady.
-"What do you mean, Doc?" de-
manded Mo, leaning across the
table toward him.
"Nothing, maybe." Grady
seemed ready to talk to June
rather than pursue the subject
which he had dropped like a
chunk of Ice down the back of
Mo's awareness.
"But you said—"
"Oh, it was only • guess, Mo.
I suppose these affairs present
some risk. Unless you begin by
asking for marriage certificates
and identification of respectabil-
ity . . . and we don't_ At least,
we didn't [daylight."
Mo leaned backto look at Gra-
dy acmes the spread ferns and
the pink carnations.
June too kinked curiously at the
doctor beside her. Was he seri-
ous? Or joking?
And Mo sounded upset. "Now,
look here, Doe . , . "
"I know," agreed Grady, "the
patrolman said he thought they
were honeymooners — and we
carried it on. But from the first
Reynolds has dented this ... "
"Julia has," corrected Virginia.
The Lees were leaning forwerd,
too. Was their committee on dan-
gerous grounds?
Tomorrow, In Chapter 24:
"I ;en t !omen. we're In troti-
hie!" Me tells his fellow
Lions.
•••
•
SESVIN MACHINES, Necchi,
Domestic, Bro'ner. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex., 210S.
Paducah. Dia/ .2...10900 or Murray ,
phone 1091. • Ml9P
•
Poor Distribution
Of Doctors Cited Research In
CI.AliEMON"I', Calii. — 41,1 —
Poor geographic"al distribution of
physicians is a problem the U.
S. shares with under
-develop-
ed countries, according to Charles
Leslie, instructor in sociology and
anthropology at Pomona College.
In proportion to population,
there are four times more doctors
in metropolitan than in rural
ireis, he said.
"The American Medical Associ-
ation divides the United States
into 'medical service areas' which
vary from one for every 5,000,"
Leslie said.
"This maldistribotion - is more
acute in under
-developed coun-
tries. In Mexico as a whole there
is one medical doctor for every
2,400 people, but young Mexican
doctors crowd the modern, highly
civilized cities becauSe they are
unwilling to live in the relatively
primitive villages."
Leslie's comments were in a
paper he prepared as a side result
of 17 months of field research in
Mexico in 1953-54. The research
was financed by the Ford Foun-
dation and the anthropology de-
partment of the University of
Chicago.
Witchcraft Prablem
ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and"
wrought oesigns, porch coltuniusi
railings, mail box and light post.
picnic tables, yard furniture, etc.
Low prices, easy terms, free es-
timateS. Mayfield Ornamental
Iron Cu., 335 Willow Drive. ph.
2881 Celieet:
McKinley's Gift
Booties In Use
The paper, entitled, "The Role
of a Private Practitioner of Med-
icine in a, Mexican Indian town,"
covered research at Oaxaca, Mex.,
where there is only one doctor
for every 27,000. people.
• The paper also analyzed the
problems of a Mexican doctors-
practicing in a rural. area which
still believed in witchcraft. Leslie
said such a doctor "must act as
a teacher as well as a doctor."
As one example of the prob-
lems encountered among peoples
A4c ` believing in witchcraft. Leslie.told-
 
 of an occasion when a patient
•
CLINTON. Okla. 
--tilt— Five-
month
-old. Paul Franklin Kluver
is the latest to wear the family's
"presidential booties."
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Ordell
Kluver has a 56-year-old pair df-
black buttioied booties given to
his grandfathi.r in 1900 by Presi-
dent William McKinley.
Kluver children for three gen-
erations have worn them. Paul's
grandfather. Paul E. Williams,
was the first to use the booties.
His children—a son and Paul's
mother—and five of their children
heve worn them.
"They made' shoes a whale of
a lot better' then than now or
they would never have lasted this
long." Mrs. Kluver said.
needed important surgical treat-
Ment.
' "The patient refused to go to
the doctor's office, so the doctor
had to decide whether to operate
with his patient lying on the
dirt floor of a hut with only the ,
light of an oil lamp," he said.
"If the doctor operated under
such conditions and the patient
died, the death_ would haven
attributed to his treatment and
the townspeople might then have
less confidence in the doctor's
abilities."
He added that the doctor decid-
ded to operate anyway and,
luckily, the patient recovered.
According to the Veterans Ad-
ministration, patients undergoing
treatment for tuberculosis read
about 58 books per year, or more
books than • all other types of
patients combined.
NANCY!,
IT'S RAINING, IRMA--
STV-,Y HERE AT MY
i HOUSE FOR SUPPER
ts
WHAT
AR
NAVIN
Progress On
Food Safety
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 
— More
than 500 chemicals are being
used to grow, process and pack-
age food. Traces of them enter
your body with every meal you
eat.
Most of the chemicals are
poisonous if consumed in. _too
large a quantity over too long
a period.
The U:' S. Food and eDrug
Administration, which is respon-
sible for the safety of food and
keeps a constant watch over
the kind and quantity of chemi-
cals introduced into it, believes
the danger of your being poison-
ed slowly is more theoretical
than real at present.
So far as it knows, no food
chemical now in use in the
United States is likely in
the amounts consumed — to
poison you or to produce cancer.
No Positive Assurance
But food and drug officials
admit that they cannot give you
positive assurances on this. They
simply don't have enough sci-
entific knowledge about some of
the food chemicals and their ef-
fect on the autnan body to be
absolutely sure- they are safe. cs
— - -
---- -
In this romantic close-upcfrom "Julie," Doris Day,
embraced by her ardent husband, Louis Jourdan,
has no inkling of the terrors held in store for her be-
cause of Jourdan's insane jealousy. Barry Sullivan
and Frank Lovejoy co-star in the suspense-thriller,
which starts Stifiday for 3 days at the Varsity Thea-
tre. • 
.
This is the situation behind
one of the smallest but, to con-
sumers, most significant items 'in
President Eisenhower's federal
spending budget for the 1953
fiscal year. The President asked
for an • extra $2.5 million for
the food and drug administration
to expand its research on food
safety.
Officials said the proposed re-
search would help to clear up
some of the "uncertainty" which
DOW surrounds the whole ques-
tion of chemical contamination
of food.
Some chemicals have always
been used in food preparation—
the classic example is sodium
chloride, or common salt. But
since World 'War II, the variety
and quantity of chemical; that
get into fuoci, has.. grown enorma
ousts- BS a result of . a tech-
nological '-evolution in farming
and processing industries.
"Tolerances" Estaolished
Upwards of 200 chemicals are
now being used by farmers as
insecticides and insect repel-
la,nts; as weed-killers and plant
growth regulators; as medicines
or growth stimulants for poultry
and livestock; as crop protectants
and fumigants. DDT is the must
widely used of these pesticides,
but there also is very wide-
spread use of Chemicals based
on sulphur, arsenic, pyrethrins,
cyanides, phenols and hormone
compounds like 2-4D.
Some residues of these agri-
cultural chemicals inevitably find
their way into the food on your
table. The Food and Drug Ad-
niinistration,has established ."tol-
-
erances" whi.
of such resaiu,
for sale in coin.
These tolerances
vide a %yule. mar
The rale of thumb
mine bow much of
can be fed to laboratin,
without harm, and the
only one one-hundredth -
amount in human food.
But recent research has rt.
questions about the adecin.
of these tolerances: This r
search has shown that the harih-
ful effects of some chemicals
when used in combination are
sharply multipiied by their in-
teraction on each other. In other
words, a "safe" intake of one
chemical,. plus "safe" intake
of another chemical, may add
'tip to a potentially -dangerous
reaction.
This is one of the areas of
"uncertainty" that food and drug
scientists want to explore as
arssoon as Possible.
DOWN, DOWN, DOWN
DETKOIT 114 — The old joke
about a short cut to China had
Ward Hummel Jr., 13, a little
worried when he tried to take
a s hurt cut home. Halfway
through a vacant lot, Ward start-
ed going down, do:.'vn, down.
When they found him he had
sunk up to his knees in mud.
It took three men to pull Ward
out, --
Warden Addresses Hotelmen
JACKSON, Mich. AP — Michi-
gan Hotel .Association members
are not sure whether or not
one of the 'speakers scheduled
to address their conference Sat-
urday typifies their standards
of giacious hasting although his
guests stay on and on. The
,-ireaker is Wai-cien Willaim H.
Bannan of St:0o Pristin
Hottman's
FABRIC SHOP
"SEW and SAVE"
Phone 308
11;41 Miller - Murray
FIR Alt aiAAFS OF NEARING AIDS
Hearing Ald user, aSi be pleased to learn
that we now carry a complete line of Hear-Ins Aid Batteries It Is no longer neces-
sary to obtain batteries frorn -hard to
reach- source. Visit our Hearing Aid de-
partment •t your fIrst opportunity. Bee
oaf "AUDIOTONE- Hearin/ Aids. too
WI LEK HAPPY TO OTTER THIS COW-!tint BATTERY SERVICE POE TES
CONVINSILNCE OF HLARING AID USERS
by 
WALLIS DRUG
DID YOU SAY
YOU'RE
MAKING
FRIED
CHICKEN?
9w. lee U. Pei Oa. - AS
Its, by ihd 1•4•• S.41.r4
by Ernie Bushmiller
I'M READY--- LET'S
GO
ArL/__TA, /4  / z
ABBIE an' SLATS
LIL' ABNER
, r va GLAD
T'SEE ME, DAISY
MAE 
 
_BUT THERE'S A FIRST TIME
FOR EVERYBODY. NOW- DO
YOU GET INTO MY HEAP,
OR-
`CEPT, TH INKIN'
YO' WAS DAV,
AH MARRIED
A FAT HAWG,
NAME OF
EDWARD R
....MUSHROOM!!
OH,
THASS
OKAY
WIF
ME!!
by Raeburn Van Buren
aevao-swetpikeb -•
 
 
--.. •
NATCHERLY.f.r-OKI
ACCOUNT AM IS
H I M .f.f- ` /O' DI DN'T
KNOW ME, BE_CUZ
EATIN' THEM
MUD MUSHROOMS
GOT ME SO FAT--
a.
20.
by Al Capp
TKET, EVEN AM DIDNET -KNOW
ME, ON ACCOUNT ALL THET
FAT SMOTHERED MAH
MEMORY GLANDS!!
•
•
ei
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MU
RRAY, KENTUCKY
Women's Page C.kulo Nowa
Jo Hurteen, Lditor . . . Phone 694-M-4 or 7
63-j Waidiaga
Activities
Loads
1 II 71
Mrs. Rondall Burt
Presides At Meet
Lynn Grove PTA
SOCIAL CALENDAR
ne Parent - leacher Associa- Saturday, March 2
Wei iA Lynn Grtese-High School The W,..unen envie Jr. Club
met recently With a nice grouP Will meet from one o'clock to
.pre*enIsiki_rs: h""" Burls P'
 two o'clock in the afternoon at
(lents lire•inat 7 the WOW hall, members are
Dr' rtarrr '5Parti:3- wesr--4- 'urged - t
o be on tune.
guest speaxer svnis gave a must • • • •
in.eresong talk on me subject: The Alter Society -4 St. Leo's
"nettling lour Lthia 10 blutay; Church will have their regular
Inc aesouun v.as  ovgiven- monthly meeting Saturday 
at
Mrs. Crawtura Mcoieely. MISSAn seven-thirty o'clock at the 'home
'Shirley Stone ana Juuy trle.Nieeiy
Sat e musical numoer. 
of Mrs. Ray Kern.
, 
• • • •
Mrs: Buis eturouck and Mrs.1 The Woodmen Circle Jr. Miss
Glenn ke.:so gave the history of ana hororit) Learn will meet at
She tetnmers of the PIA. Ten two o•eiock at 
the WOW hail fur
peat prealcients were present who a special prac
tice session.
• *• ere pre...senate a CaaJaiiit
" e• ach responumg with a speech.
A k'ounotra Day uttering was
To Meet
fhe Delta Department of the'
111orray Woman's Club will meet
itothe eltib house on Tuesday,
March 5. at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening,
Monday, March 4
The week ut prase/ for home
missions will be observed by the
taken by tw first graders, w NIS of the Mernortal 
Baptist
Lenora Jean Potts and Judy Church at the churc
h at two
• • • • 
• • • •
Delta artment - .The
 Lottie Moon Circle of the
. 
of the First Baptist Church
uesday .rFwet at tne home of Mrs.
Wisl /Lank Steely, North Six-
teenth Street, at seven - thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
The BusiheM Women's Circle
"Art for Dehas" will be the of the 
SSMS of the kOrst Baptist
th.,tne of the program with Mrs, Lhurcn w
ill meet at the flume
E .gene Tarry. Mrs. Elliott Wear. Ca Mrs.
 Graves Sieaa, Eun Street,
ar.ci Mrs. John Whanell being the at sesta 
o'clock.
b Niers... 
- 
•- • . • 
..
. .. - _ . .
. rhe hostesses will be Sris7-R: . The C
ora Graves_ Circle a T:hes-, . 
• • •• •
H. Thurmits Mrs.- Jack Frost, 
 
the week of prayer for home
Miss Loreee Swann, Miss Lau- e 
missions will be oUserveci by the
rifle Tatry. and Mrs. Wells Pur- 
'Pl. SPeCti0/1 Is Held WMS of the Memorial Baptist
dom.. t or temple Hill . Church at the church 
at two
Mrs. A. c, Sanders. chairman. r 0
C10.
Urges .all members to attend. 
Chapter Of OES
Woman's Association of the Col-
lege Presbyterian Church will
meet with Mrs. Ralphael Jones
at eight o'clock.
.The week. of prayer for home
missions will be obsersed by the
Woman's -Missionary Society of
the First Baptist Church at the
anurch at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
. Tuesday, March 5
'The Delta ,tSepartment of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club houee at seven-Uurty
J clock.
• • • •
.se otticial inspection for the
.The 7th annual Spring hui chapter No. 511
flower Pilgrimage in the Great !or.oea• of ale kas,ern Star was
Sr.loky. Mountains National Park teio ,Aeoriesoay even
ing. yeti-
will be conducted.; from Gatlln- r y 27, at the ioage
-bt 11224-• etre. Doruky Mae
 Levett,; mar-
aniMal Shenandoah Apple presented the flag and
B: slum Festival will be held at ta., alit:stance was given. The
W nchester Vi. May 2-3. chapter was opened in regular
•11.1111111U11111=11111bis special guests pr
esented were
Mrs. Anna Boles, worthy grana
:natron. Mrs. (Sidra Hanes anis
• • 
L. B. tteed. deputy grana matron
and patran reepectively, Mrs.
Rose Reed, grand representauve;
Mrs.. Dune lifuctolgaii and Glen
; Rudolph, wiarthy matron and
patron respectively ef Alford
chapter, Mrs. Martha Reed, wor-
they-matron of Fulmusdale ehap-
:en Mrs. Mildred Bell, worthy
, matron of Murray chapter', trios
A. ' Stallma, worthy patron of
• i3enton chapter.
Protem officers serving were
Mrs. Lovett. marshal'. Alford
chapter, Miss Rhoncia Sue Mahan,
Ruth, Murray chapter, Mrs. Ge-
nura Johnson, Martha, Alford
chapter, Mrs. Ruth Williams.
v.arder. Murray chapter; Edison
•Buriteeri, sentuael, Alford chapter.
I Po/lowing' the clialie of the
meeting refreshments were serv-
led-
. Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly; Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
—
COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE P.ck-up 4, Delivery
Expert Dyeing Service
Alteration Service
WALTER wATERFIELO
Owner
1411 or ye El'.d. Ph. 430
HOLLAND DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and S
undry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
1 I :00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. for Chur
ch flour
Dairy Queen
1303 W. MAIN PHONE -16111
Now Open
We Invite You To Stop By For
Your Favorite Milk Shakes
and Sundaes,
Foot-Long Hot Dogs - Cold Drinks
FREE
Cones To All Children
THIS AFTERNOON
from 2 to 4 p.m.
.-••••••=
.•
• • • •
Murray Assembly No, 19 'Or-
der ut tne Rainbow fur Girls will
meet af the Masonic Hall at
seven o'clock.
• • • •
Group I of the CWF of the
First 'Christian Cnurch will meet
at the home of Mrs. kiregg MU-
ier at two-thirty o'clock.
• • '•
Group II- of the CWF of the
iirsastannstiarr thurcn will meet
at the home of Mrs. R. H. Hub-
oins at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the Woman's Assuciauun ut the
College Preseytertan Church will
meet at the home of Miss Manun
t.rawtarti a& Lwira o'clock.
lord with Mrs. Jim Scutt, prest-
bers and one visitor were preaeet,..vre
'
Nashville, Tenn., and Sgt. 'and
te
(tent, presunng. Fourteen mem- Mrs. Pat Shea of Fort Campbell
the ooliclay weekend guests
MISS Marlon Crawford tave tne 
"I
devotion by a book re- 
of r. and Mrs. C. R. Lee. Mrs
.
1 Shea was the former Moe F
ran-
view by Mrs. Vernon Butter-
worth. Mrs. Calvin Scott gave a
report on landscaping. The major
lesson on "Draperies" were gis ens
oy Mrs. Vernon Butterworth ana
Mrs. Carl Lockhart. Mrs, Clif-
ford Miller ; was in charge of
the recreation. - .
The club will sponsor a family
night including a pie supper
March 15 at seven o'clock the
evening.
Mrs. Clifton Key will be hos-
tess for Me next club meeting
to be held Tuesday. March 2O.
All visitors are welcome.
Expert
Speak In
Defense Snake
_
EAST LANSING. Mich. -all-
Michigan State University spe-
list said snakes are probably
ost slandered creatures In
the nimal kingdom.
Dr. Max Kensley, herpetologist
in the university's zoology depart-
'merit, said snakes generally an
"shy. quiet, sensitive and dei.!
"About 99 Percent of the lee'
ends about snakes are pure fic-
tion." Hensley said.
''Snakes have their place in
the balance of nature. In fact, in
some sections of the country
blacksnakes are collected and
turned- loose to keep down the
rodent population. Even thet ven-
om of the- deadly cobra is being
,put to beneficial use in the treat-
ment of poilo."
Most poisonous snakes are
"quite slew" and their venem is
, primarily a "food getting mechan-
ism, he said. The snake strikes its
prey and than tracks it to where
it dies. But, if cornered, the snake
will strike in defense.
Hensley said another mistaken
conceptionconceptionis Mail there is a C,
relation between the age and the
number of rattles-of a rattlesnake.
Mist aversion I,, snakes hie
been passed down from one ge
n-
eratien to another and many of
the fears are unfounded." Hensley
added. He pointed- out that a
small child who has not been
taught to shy from snakes may
look on one of the'screatures as
just another pet.
For a hearty casserole,' cook
lima bearss until they 
are
tineter. Then combine with'clis I •
cooked ham and a well-sea
scrso
cheese sauce. Bake in a mutter-
ate oven until, browned on top.
ces Wilson.. granddaughter 
of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee. The- •Hydes
formerly lived in Murray where
he was employed by the TVA.
. • • •
The bathroom mirror Is less
likelx.; to steam 'over, if you first
rub' with soap and then polish 
it.
Driftwood And Roots
Used For Frames
—
WHITNEY, Tex. -OS- A for-
mer vaudeville hoofer who is a
partner in a fishing camp at Lake
Whitney, Tex., has found another
ling of work during the camp's
qii aeaaon.
Bob McHale stn'akei Iprettire
frames from driftwoodid and - gna:c
led roots. The idea dawned on
!UM early lest year as he noticed
piles of wood and roots while
stroliing around -the shore near
his camp.
Since then, as bitter-cold winds
whip across Lake Whitney and
keep fishermen hume. McHale
has been constructing rustic
frames for colorful outdoor pho-
tographs.
He finds that cedar, elm, pecan
and grapevine roots are just as
adaptable, . as driftwood for the
frames. He believes the first and
most important step is that of
cleaning the woods with steel
brushes-thus bringing out all
me natural beauty.
McHaie said some imagination
is required to fit suitable, pieces
of wood together to make hand-
some names.
He has developed his own pro-
cess to treat prints of outdoor
scenes, game, fowl, fish and ;
ships so that they appear to be
oil paintings.
'
Personeis
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Harrison
Guthne of 'Detroit. Mich., are
• • • • 
the parents of a daughter, weigh-
The WMS of the First Baptist
trig seven pounds eight ounces,
Church will obserse the wetoc-of 
barn on Monday, February 25.
prayer for name missu.;iis at the 
The baby has been named Debra
church at two-thirty 0 CloCAL.
• Ann. My. Guthrie is a grandson
• '`.• • • 
of Mr. and Mrs_ Olts Harrison
'Murray and Debra Ann is a
nd inwardly digest what is ,con-
Tennessee
Bishops
Will Found
•
-4
. By LEO SOROKA
United Press Staff Correspondence
MEMPHIsS -aft- A stroke of
fate has uncovered a yellowed,
almost tattered document wittten
almost a century agosby the first
bishop of the Episcopal diocese of
i Tennessee.
- The five-page riiiel,MPut was.
4oimd in a .dilantdeteci 
the Mississippi riverfront here.
There is no certain explanation
how Bishop James Henry Otey's
"last will and testament" gut to
the place where it was found.
Nor can it be certain that all
the wishes of Bishop Otey were
carried out to the letter.
Bishop Otey, on March 22, 1862
had taken pen in hand to write
"being of sound mind, and aware
of. the uncertainty of life, do or-
dain, make. end..deelare this to be
my last ;will and testament."
Almost 100 years later the will
was .discovered by a -demolition
crew wrecking old buildings. The
sill was.among sundry papers of
besiness firms found in a well
preserved wooden bile virtually
seated off between' ceiling and
toot: -
Oldtimers here said the building
used is, be higher, that in years
gone by, several of the floors had
been knocked down, a new roof
placed over the remaining floors.
Thus, the wooden box had rested
for years, in a space not more
than 18 inches high-between
'Ceiling and -roow.
' - Six Ellave•
Mrs. Joel Crawford
their first great granddaughter;
however du.): have several great good heed t th
eir teachings as.
Hostess For Lynn grandsons. Mr. and Mrs. 
Howard able to make them wise 
unto sale
Grove Club t 
Guthree formerly of Murray, are 
%anon, useful in life and happy
takers 
the paternal grandparenos. 
in death."
Inc Lynn tecs c se. .1
The wil' showed that Bishop
Oteyeshad little cash, but there
was some. property in Memphis
and Chattanooga, Tenn., Arkansas
and North Carolina and many
church books which he left to
his six children with the words:
"I exhort and earnestly beseech
my children to read, mark, learni
tamed in these hie-Ns, and to give
• . . In making specific beq
uests of
Club met Tuesstay, leuruary 26' Mr. and Mrs.. Gregory Hyd
e Bibles, prayer books and oth
er
in the home ot Mrs. Joel craw- and sons. Carl and Phillip, o
f church literature, he wrote:
-If I could impart to them the
wisdom they (books) contain I
slimed give them that whteh
would be 'worth to them more
-than gold end silver or all else
that this world contains."
In his will he deposed of six
slaves to remain in 'the family.
"I ‘especially enjoin that these
servants shall not .be sold out of
Ilse family and that they all 
be
alrovsed the blessings of Christian
worship and instructing."
TOMMY SEES HIS 9TH WED
TOMMY MANVIttf, who's bee
n through It all so many time
s, gives
a congratulatory kiss to 
Anita Roddy-Eden, who was h
is ninth
wife, on the occamiQn of her 
marriage to actor John Sutton 
(left);
in New York. 
(international Soundphotol,
WANT URANIUM FROM U. S.
THE SIX SHADED NATIONS 
are those In the proposed cutdo
mill
union in Earope, on behalf of whi
ch French Premier Guy Mast
came tp the U. S. Hi3 purpos
e is to Obtain enriched uranium
for peacetime atomic power reacto
rs, since a pooled power source ;
one of the aims of the -union.* 
These nations already are tied
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory _Hyde
and sons, Carl and Phillip, of
Nashville, Tenn., and Sgt. and
Mrs, Pat Shea of Fort Campbell
were the recent guests of Mr.
and -Mrs. C. R. Lee. Mrs. Shea
is the former Miss Frances Wil-
son, granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee, The Hyde.s formerly
lived in Murray when he was
employed by the TVA.
Key Witness
Boris M °rens, a Hollywood film
producer and musical director,
has been revealed in New York
as the key government witness
in the espionage prosecution o
f
Jack Soble. Soble, 53, is reputed-
ly the Soviet's spy chief in the
U.S.
(International Sou nd rhoto )
• 
cgADICATS PREVLN
r-fE DESTRUCTIVE TER0.4rTr
• FREE INSPECTION
• TERMITES
—Licensed and Insured-
Sam Kelley
Phone 441
Kelley's Pest
G)ntrol
Let us
recommend
a painter.
SATURDAY  — X.ARCH 2, 1957 q.
Cleft Palate Linked
To Pregnancy Stress
NEWARK, N. J. -all- A re-
lationship of the birth of babies
with cleft palates and harelips to
the stress laid upon mothers early
in pregnancy is suggested in a
report by two medical research-
ers.
; Of 232 cases of those congenital
defects' investigated, most of the
mothers involved suffered severe
stresses between the eights and
10th weeks of pregnancy, the pe-
riod when the upper jaw bones
fuse in the human embryo.
Stresses noted included physi-
ologic ones from measles, chicken
pox or diabetes,, and. traumatic
-.from._ injuries s.r accidents.
The report was made by Dr.
Lyon P. Strean, chief of the den.
•
tal medicine department of Me-
rck, Sharp & Dohme Research
Laboratories in Rahway, and Dr.
Lyndon A. Peer, chief of the Re-
habilitation Center at St. Barna-
bas Hospital in Newark.
.The research team also said
animal experiments showed that
such abnormalities as cleft palate
and harelip may be preventable
if the diet during pregnancy con.._
tains adequate amounts of vita-
mins B6, 512, C knd others.
The report of Drs, ttrean and
Peer was presented in the Journal
of Plastic and Reconstructive Sur-
gery.
Foam rubber pillows can be
put- through a short spinnin
g .
cycle in the washer, but nev
er-
in the dryeir.
•
I-LAST TIMES TONIGHT-
2 BIG FEATURES
RANDOLPH SCOTT
in "7th -CAVALRY"
also "CALL 2455,
DEATH ROW" with
WILLIAM CAMPBELL
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STARTS SUNDAY;,
WHAT HAPPENED TO -JULIE 
ON HER HONEYMOON?
m`'..* DORIS DAY • LOUIS JOU
RDAN
EiARRY SULLIVAN *- FRANK LOVE
JOY
LIE
top-quality
flat
wall
paint
SALE PRICE
REG. sn32
98
GAL.
Easiest painting there is . . . no priming, no sealing ..
. single
stroke with brush or roller produces the luxurious flat fin
ish of
quality wall paints.
ONCE OVER costs less ... no undercoats to buy.
Fast-drying . . . within one hour it dries decorator-flat.
 Truly
durable ... can 
-
be washed repeatedly to look like new.
Over 100 colors. Ask for free color card.
Bucy Building Supplies
Phone 997 Con( ord Road
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ClagNitifled ads are payable In advance.
FOR SALE
• 
AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland
Marine insurance. Contact Wayne
Wilson, phone 321. al13C
'Si DODGE pickup. New motor.
Good mechanical condition. Call
1954. F C
•
-S
STUDIO COUCH in good condi-
tion. Makes full size bed. Will
sell at a bargain. Phone 1280-M,
1000 Poplar. M2C
1950 PLYMOUTH, two-door, in
good condition. Low mileage.
Phone 074, Mrs. J. I. Hosick.
M4C
70 ACRE FARM, six room house,
basement, good well water with
water in house. Ten acre under
hog fence, 45 acres under four
strand barbed wire, one and
seven-tenths tobacco base, eight
and nine-tenths corn base. On
blacktop road. Can be bought
for only $6300.
3 BEDROOM Modern house on
27 acres of land. Less than one-
half mile of city limits. House
well constructed, fully insulated,
electric heat, will trade for
cheaper house. Baucum Real
Estate Agency, office phone 48.
Hoyt Roberts 1447 and Bill Rob-
erts 453. • M4C
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Purtie
ACROSS
1-aposen
5-Army meal
9-Parent it-ulloo.)
12-Death rattle
13-Toward the
sheltered aids
14-Before
16-Primly Olt/dean
IT-Upholriterad,
backlesli seat
IS-Arrangement
20- A.111.sidr•
•tibet•nee
21-Epi, poetry
21-11Igh .•
26-Preposition
24-Staff
29-City In Italy
30-Measured with
a chronometer
33-The ankle
34-South
American
mutintains
S4-=Maie
36-i ielirlum
tremenetabbr.)
37-Man'y name
22-Mutilate
41-Part of step
411--Covered
Inside of
46-Orttor
45-Puff up
4ii- Ventilate
in-Sacred image
51-14alar disk
69-1Pootlike part
64-Nerv• network
65-Cotn
DOWN
i-Ciubes
2-V1111BU/it
3-Winged
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4-Abatement
(colloo.)
I-Parent (collo.]
6-Ran away ve..
bei married
7-Bristles
S-Places
9-Debases
50-Macaw
11 Lair
16-Reproductive
bodies
111-Aquatle
mammal
22—Seed container
24-Clamorous
25-Final
26-East Indian
woody vin•
27-Keen
22-Cbst
21-Worshippers
33-Bolshevik
leader
31-Rocky 5411
36-Vegetable
2S-Nodule of
having cavity
of crystals
126-Flowering
• shrub
49-4-Irns• Mg nut rf
42-Mix
44--Short js he'
4S-Pwrirerminn
46-Weaken
7 
_cr. vat
III-Erench •rtIcie
DIVA N, TELEPHONE TABLE
with seat. Phone 533. M5c
FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM unfurnished' apart-
ment. locateca at 3041/2 South 12th
St. Call 16 or 700. M2C
,ROOM unfurnished apartment.
Available now. Call 33. 503 Olive.
M2C
FURNISHED APARTMENT a-
vailable at once. Call 100, Mrs
A. D. Butterworth. M5c
TWO ROOM AND THREE room
apartments, furnished. Cold and
hot water, bath. Married couples
preferred. Phone 325. 1206 West
Main. M5p
HELP WANTED 1
1957
• Standard Diary
• Aristocrat Diary
• Cash Account Diary
Auto Record Book
Auto Expense Book
Travelers Expense Book
Day-At-A
-Glance Book
Memo Book
1957 Calendars
Office Supply Department
Ledger & Times
Call 55
NOTICE
1111
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
ovei,.half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121 M16C
WANTED: Married man with car, SEWIN Necchi,
age 22-49, with high school edu- Dtenestte, Brother. Repair all
cation, to work 8 hours or more makes. Write . or call Allen's
daily. Must have good personal- Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S 4th
ity. We train and financt. Phone Paducah. Dial 2-8909 dr Murray
or write Fuller Brush Co., 422 phone 1091. -
Columbus- Ave., Paducah, Ky., - - 
phone 3-2777 Clifton Coleman,
Manager. M9C
RESPONSIBLE INDI VIDUAL
with car for Courier-Journal
dealer route in Murray. This is
arr excellent part time job with
good earnings. For personal in-
terview wnte to &ex 32-C; -Mut--
ray Ledger and Times, Murray, -
Ky. M5P
NOT
Jean Weeks
Will return to her position
as Hair Styl,st at
Judy's Beauty Shop
Friday, March 1
For Appointments
Telephone 1091
EUZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
A Call for Doctor Barto
C19611 by risabeth Seifert Reprinted byiserrnission of the pub'.Debar, Dodd. mead • Co. Distributed by May restores eradicate.
CHAPTER 23
NAO CHI uNlai•Eii picked up
the florist's box, and when
the red car pu"ied up behind the
police cal lie was the one to step
forward and glee; the somewhat
apprehensive young couple. They
could be I •tneyrnooners. Tie girl
watt no Attire than twenty, the
yo ing man older, but both were
considerably flustered.
Mo welcomed them effusively,
turning on all his charm. "We
represent the Hollies Lions Club."
he _announced to all concerned.
"Tonight is our annual stunt din-
ner, and you t.ave been selected to
be our guests, not only for the
banquet, but to stay overnight
and accept the gifts which we
have for you. As an earnest of
what we have in mind, It is my
pleasure and honor to present the
little lady with this orchid."
He boseed.and held-out the boa..
The girl took it, after a glance
at the young man to see if he
approved. -Why," she said faint-
ly, "thank you very much."
Mo went on to list the enter-
tainment an store for the young
people. A tie ILI EP cabin at the
motel, their car serviced, oil and
gasoline supplied- and a long
list of "gadgets and things to be
presented at the banquet, with
appropriate plugs for the don-
"I thought you were chair-
man." June murmured to Grady
Barton.
"I am. But you know Mo -
Ana let him &lora. He's doing all
right."
Mo was doing all right. Now he
was making • production of In-
troducing the Linfla and their
ladies.
"Fm Fred Beyrwads," the pleas-
ant-faced young man said.
"And this is your blushing
bride!" boomed Mo. "Ten miles
down the road, we spotted you.
Our powerTifl- radar took up a
trail of rice and rose petals."
Again the young people ex-
/hanged glances.
-That's sonic radar you have,"
drawled the young woman. She
was a small, slender girl, with
black hair cut urchin style.
"I'll pay a dime for every grain
of rice you find in our car," of-
fered Frevi Reynokis.
"What are you quoting on
blushes?" asked Mo.
"They'll bring a quarter."
"If they are honeymooners."
Craft heard Ruth Lee say to
June, "they are making a good
Job of not admitting it."
"Let's get this show on the
road. Mo," said Grady, going up
• to that noisy young man. And
within ten minutes the doctor's
ear was following the red one of
their guests, Mo and Virginia
•
-
now riding with the stiangers.
On the way to the hall where
the dinner would be served, June
and the Lees and Grady summed
up what little information they
had concerning the Fred Reyn-
oldses. The girl's name was Julia
--they came from Minneapolis,
or near by-and June suggested
to Grady that the girl might want
to change her clothes before be-
ing photographed a.s their guest
of the evening.
The girl was wearing a camel's
hair coat over a knitted dress of
dull green. •
They pulled up at the hall and
saw that Mo was already mar-
shaling his guests Indoors, flash
guns popping.
It turned out that Jolla Rey-
nolds definitely did want to
change, and within ten minuteS
she appeared In a smart costume
of brown and gold, her orchid on
her shoulder, her short hair brush-
ed into a black satin cap. "Now,"
she said, "you can take my pic-
ture!"
The members and their guests
crowded delightedly around the
two strangers, Mo still acting as
master of eeremonie.t.
"Isn't your tongue tired?"
asked June, corning up to where
Grady leaned against the wall,
watching what went on.
He grinned. "Entertaining an
Idea," he murmured.
"Can I help?"
4He stood looking at her for a
long minute. She wa.s such a
pretty girl-tonight she wore a
shiny sort of white dress: it had
a demure jacket held snug with
tvrinkly buttons, and a stiff, flar-
ing skirt. There was pleased ani-
mation in her pretty face, and
genuine, Interest. He sighed. -Tell
me," he asked, "that dress Julia
Is wearing-is it rather sophis-
ticated for • bride's trousseau?"
June turned and stood on tip-
toe to look again at the guest of
the evening; she was in a group
of people now going through the
opened doors into the dining
room. About all she could see
was the back of their honor-
guest's cropped head, her bare
shoulders and arms.
"It's an Indian print." she told
Grady. "Copper on black - very
handsome - and yes, sopa...ft-
rated is the word. But brides
could. I suppose, have such
clothes."
He laughed. "My notions of
Stich garments are rose-colored
and flosity."
always suspected that you
were a sentimentalist," June told
him, laughing, and going along
with him to the dining room.
The guests of honor would he
sealaid with the club officers at
tam head tattla GrAdy's committee
Job was just about over and ..:one,
except to read the list of gifts
to be showered upon the young
Couple. Mo bustled up to sitggeat
that he should sat at the toad
table to do this Grady de-
murred. The seating was all ar•
ranged; he was nearby.
-
Nobody's got em to admit
they are honeymooners," said M.
loudly. "Hey! 'hat gives me an
idea. Watch me have some Din."
The tables were set to form an
extending E from the head table,
Grady's committee sat at the one
forming the middle prong. Now
Mo could turn and by lifting has
voice get the attention of their
young guests. "Hey, Reynolds!"
he called. "How many kids do you
and the missus have?"
"Oh, now, took!" cried Rey-
nolds. good-naturedly. But red
flamed into Julia's face and
throat, a painful, hurting blush.
"Let them alone, Mo," June
urged the big man.
"Only havin' fun," he excused
himself.
Everyone Was seated with a
great scraping of chairs, and the
food WU brought in, hot and
savory.
"That blush tied it," declared
Mo. -They're honeymooners all
right."
"If they're married at
murmuted Grady.
"Whift do you mean, Doe?" de'
mended Mo, leaning across the
table toward him.
-
Nothing, maybe." Grady
seemed ready to talk to June
rather than pursue the subject
which he had dropped like a
chunk of ice down the` back of
Mo's awareness.
"But you said-"
"Oh, it was only a guess, Mo.
I suppose these affairs present
some risk. Unless you begin by
asking for marriage certificates
and identification of respectabil-
ity . . . and we don't. At least,
we didn't topight."
Mc leaned- back to look at Gra-
dy across the spread ferns and
the pink carnations.
June too looked curiously at the
doctor beside her. Was he seri-
ous? Or joking?
And Mo mound;.d upset. 
"Now..
look here, Doc . . "
"I know," agreed Grady, "the
patrolman said he thought they
were honeymooners - and we
carried it on. But from the first
Reynolds has denied this ... " .
'Julia' hag," rorre•rtPd
The Lees were leaning forward,
too. Was their committee on dan-
gerous grounds?
Tomorrow, In Chapter 24:
"Gentlemen. we're in troll-
hie!" ate tells Ms fellow
Lions.
ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and
wrought ciesigns, porch columns',
railings, mail box and light post.
picnic tables, yard furniture, elc.
Low piaces, easy terms, free es-
timates. May field Ornamental
Iron Cu., 335 Willow Drive. ph.
McKinley's Gift
Booties In Use
CLINTON, Okla. 
--AA- Five-
month
-old Paul Franklin Klueer
is.the latest to wear the family's
"presidential booties."
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Ordell
Kluver has a 56-year-old pair of
black' buttoned booties' given to
his grandfather in 1900 by Presi-
dent William McKinley.
.Kluver children for three . gen-
erations have worn them. Paul's
grandfather. Paul E. Williams,
was the first to use the booties.
His children-a son and Paul's
mother-and five of their children
heve worn them.
"They made shoes a whale of
a lot better then than now or
they would never haver lasted this
long." Mrs. 
-Kluver said.•
Poor Distribution
Of Doctors Cited Research In
CLAREMONT, Calif. - .111 -
Poor geographical distribution of
physicians is a problem the U.
S. shares with under
-develop-
ed countries, according to Charles
Leslie, instructor in sociology and
anthropology at Pomona College.
In proportion to population,
there are four times more doctors
in metropolitan than in rural
areas, he said.
"The American Medical Associ-
ation divides the United States
into 'medical service areas' which
vary from one for l'Evefy 5,000,"
Leslie said.
"This maldistribution is more
acute in under
-developed coun-
tries, In Mexicu as .a whole-ther.-,
one medical doctor fin- every
2:400 people, but young Mexican
doctors crowd the modern, highly
civilized cities because they are
unwilling to live in the relatively
primitive villages."
Leslie's comments were in a
paper he prepared as a siA result
of 17 months of field research in
Mexico in 1953-54. The research
was financed by the Ford Foun-
dation and the anthropology de-
partment of the University of
Chicago.
Witchcraft PrJblem
The paper, entitled,- "The Role
of a Private Practitioner ofMed-
%eine in a Mexican Indian town,"
covered research at Oaxaca, Mex.,
where there is only one doctor
for every 27,000 people.
The paper also analyzed the
problems of a Mexican doctor
practicing in a rural area which
still believed in, witchcraft. Leslie•
said such a doctor "must act as
a teacher as well as a doctor."
As one example of the prob-
lems 'bncountered among peoples
believing in witchcraft. Leslie told
of an occasion when a patient
matded important surgical treat-
ment.
"The patient refused to go to
the doctor's office, so the doctor
had to decide whether to operate
with his patient lying, on the
dirt floor of a hut with only the
light of an oil lamp." he said.
"If the doctor operated under
such conditions and thy patient
died, the death would have been
'attributed to his treatment and
the townspeople might then have
less confidence in the doctor's
abilities."
He added that the doctor decid-
ded to operate anyway and,
luckily, the patient recovered.
According to the Veterans Ad-
ministration, patients undergoing
treatment for tuberclUlosis read
about 58 books per year, or more
books than all other types of
patients combined.
, RANO(
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Progress On
Food Safety
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON dr, — More
than 500 chemicals are being
used to grow, process and pack-
age food. 'Traces of them enter
your body with every meal you
eat.
Most of the chemicals are
poisonous if consumed in too
Large a quantity over too long
,axdTpemhiren
iod.Administration, Utrati which is respon-
sible 
S. Food and eDrug
for the safety of food and
keeps a constant watch over
the kind and quantity of chemi-
cals introduced into it, believes
the danger of your being poison-
ed slowly is more theoretical
than real at present.
So far as it knows, no food
chemical now .in use in the
United States is likely .- in
the amounts consumed - to
poison you or to produce cancer.
No Positive Assurance
But food and drug officials
admit that they cannot give you
positive assurances on this; They
simply don't have enough sci-
entific knowledge about -some of
the food chemicals and their ef-
fect on the human body to be
absolutely sure they are safe.
This is the situation behind
one of the smallest but, to con-
sumers, most significant items in
President Eisenhower's federal
spending budget for the 1958
fiscal year. The President asked
for an extra $2.5 million for
the food and drug administration
to expand 'Its ,research on food
safety.
Officials said the proposed re-
search -would help to clear up
some of the "uncertainty" which
now surrounds the whole ques-
tion of chemical contamination
of food.
Some chemicals have always
been used in food preparation-
the classic example is sodium
chloride, or common salt. But
since World. War II, the variety
and quantity of chemicals that
Let into food has grown enorm-
ously - as a result of a tech-
nological -evolution in farming
and processing industries.
"Tolerances" Estsolished
Upwards of 200' chemicals are
now being used by farmers as
insecticides and insect repel-
lents; as weed-killers and plant
growth regulators; as medicines
or growth stimulants for poultry
and livestock; as crop protectants
and fumigants. DDT is the most
widely used of these pesticides,
but there also is very wide-
spread use of chemicals based
on sulphur, arsenic, pyrethrins,
-cyanides, phenols and hormone
compounds like 2-4D.
Some residues of these .agri-
cultural chemicals inevitably. find
•
erances" Awn limit the amour.
of such R-id'., on food offereu
for sale in eonuilercial channels.
These tolerances generally pro-
vide a wide margin of safety.
The. rule of thumb is to deter-
mine how minh ...f the chemical
car, be fed to lat.).71.,tory animals
without harm, anti than allow
only one one-hunaredli-- of this
amount in human Rai&
But recent research has raised
questions about tbe adeqttacy
of these tolerances. This re-
search has shown tirat the -harm-
ful effects of some chemicals
when used in combination are
sharply multiplied by their in-
teraction on each uther. In other
words, a "safe" intake of one
chemical, plus a "safe" intake
of another chemical, add -
up t.O.. a potentially den/A:scats-
reaction.
This is one of the areas of
-uncertainty" that food and drug
scientists want to • explore as
soon as possible.
DOWN,. DOWN, DOWN
DETKOIT t - The old joke
about a short cut to China had
Ward Hummel Jr., 13, a little
worried when he tried to take
a §hort cut home. Halfway
through a vacant lot,' Ward start-
ed going down, down, down.
When they found him -he had
Sunk up to his knees .in mud.
It took three men to pull Ward
out.
Warden Addressee Hotelmen
their way into the' food on your-, JACKSON. Mich. Ai, hlichi-
table. The Food and DOW :-;•ttediph,lr,,./re) Association members
ministration has established "tol- are not sure whether or ribt
— one of the speakers scheduled
to address their conference Sat-
urday typifies their standards
of giacioua hosting although his
guests stay on and on, The
tpeaker is Wai-cien Willaim H.
Bannon of Jackson State Prison.
In this romantic close-up from "Julie," Doris Day,
embraced by her ardent htksband, Louis Jourdan,
has no inkling of the terrors held in store for her be-
cause of Jourdan's insane jealousy. Barry Sullivan
and Frank Lovejoy co-star in the suspense-thriller,
which starts Sunday for 3 days at the Varsity Theam,
tre.
OKAY--
I'LL
CALL
MY
MOM
Hotiman's
FABRIC SHOP
"SEW and SAVE"
Phone 308
1641 Miller - Murray
HE
• , 4
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101 Alt 41AAIS OF HEARING AIDS
Hearing Aid users 1,11 toe pleasec to learn
LbOst ere no• carry a complete line of Hear-ing Aid Batteries It is no tenger nests-
rag te obtain batteries from 'hard to
Mal- *Mures Visit our Hearing Aid de-plainsong at your first opportunity. B.Ole •IIDIOT ONE Hearing A I cis too
WE ARE HAPPY TO OTTER TY113 COM-
PLETE BATTERY SERVICE FOR ras
CONYOrrItieCE OP HEARTS° 'AID USERS
by
WALLIS DRUG
DID YOU SAY
YOU'RE
MAKING-
FRIED
CHICKEN?
f
by Ernie Bushmiller
I'M READY-- LET'S
GO
040,
— .F7fRA/./
ABBIE an' SLATS
THANKS F-OR T GET IN MY CAR ,
NOIR I NG ROCKY- I WANT •
Goop-gyE TO TALK TO YOU;
LIL' ABNER
1-144AINT •10 GLAD
T'SEE ME, DAISY
- MAE 2 
• ._....a.moefto mint- werr-Wznir-4907.
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`CEFIT, THINKIN'
WY WAS DAID,
AR MARRIED
A FAT HAWG,
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 -a."'
by Ftaeburn Van Bursa
by Al Capp
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ME, ON ACCOUNT ALL THET
FAT SMOTHERED MAR
MEMORY GLANDS!!
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Red Sweater Keepsa
Deer On Safe Side
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Franco Makes Another Step
Tomard Restoring Bourbons
8, CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
-Gencralissima Franciscai Franco
appears to have moved another
step toward restoring the Bour-
bon monarchy in. Spain.
He seems also to have moved
a step toward giving up some
of the sweeping power he has
held for more than 20 years.
These deveL•pments seedi 'in-
dicated by Franco's t drastic re-
--shuffling ittsda-rabiaffed--the
first since July. 1951. a
The repreaeritatittn -cif men Who
favor • the restoration of t he
monarchy is a little stronger
in the new cabinet.
And Franco has provided far
the appointment of a prime
minister at some future time
There is every indication, how-
ever. that Franco. now 64. in-
tends to stay in office for the
foreseeable future.
Franco is now his country's
a•caudillo"-leader-of the . em- Carlos, now -19. should go to
pire. chief of the state, corn-1 Spain to. complete his education
mander in chief of the armed
forces, prime minister and. head
of the falange political parts.
Dictator Sint* 1936
He has wielded dictatorial pow-
er ever since he • was. named
chief of _state on October 1.
1936s, isvia,nroths after -the oto-
break-of the civil war, a. leader
MANISTEE.
red sweatered
Michigan's huntihg season with-
of the nationalis; rebellion against
the leftist-tinged Republican gov-
ernment.
King Alfonso XIII had been
overthrown- in 1931 when the:
Republicans won an us' erwherm-
ing victory in a natianal election.
Alfonso died in Rome in 1941.
The civil war ended in 1939.
Franco remained head man. On
March 31. 1947. he announced
that Spain was to taecome
MTah-Yr - agaliaaane iiipOinted
. regency. coursed which, in the
event --of •titat -cia-n-incaparitation
or death, would name a king.
Normally, the heir to the
throne would be Alfonso's son.
• Don Jaun. who lives in exile
in Portugal. Spain's next-door
neighbor on the Iberian Penin-
sula. But Franco has been groom-
ing Jaun's son. Dun Jaun Carlos,
for the throne.
Franco and Don Jaatin met in
1954. They agreed that Juan
r-- an educanon'aiointed, toward
- his eventual assumption of- :het.
,
I throne
G. Military Training PS TROUBADOUR. the sensational 995-1b. Shorthorn calf that was crowned 1956 International GrandI -••Jstun Carton- is attictetngdnistv- Champion Steed over an breeds, knows a friend when he sees one. Five-year-old John Nevin Fought,1 at the Zaragoza Malitary-Acad -
emy.• He is being avached by
Grand Tour. Young Fought is one of five children of Mr and iirs.._ Nevin Fought, who have a.,•100-acre
whose older brothers and sisters are . raising Shorthorns as their 4-H Club projects. gets a friendly face.washing at the Pennsylvania Farm Show at Harrisburg. Pa., first stop on PS Troubadour's International
special tut•nts in problems of , ,f 1..... mi.c.1.
n nacalsorz•dans-PS Tr-0'11.4door, tett& won has title in November at the International Livestatehood and government un- Stock Expcsition in Chicago. was purchased for a record $20,000 by The Greanbrier Hotel, White Sulphurder Franco's direction.. Later h, , Springs. W Va. The prize Shorthorn was bred by Industrialist Cyrus Eaton. chairman of the board ofis to attend the naval and air the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, at his Acadia Farms, Northfield. 0. From HarrIsburg, the ster
- 'farce academies. went to Cornell University as the next stop on his four-month tour that will take him into ten stated andt The idea of the restoratiOn . Canada.. PS Troubadour is travelling via a "specially-outfitted C&O baggage car..
I of. thee, monarchy is not very
4
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Grand Champion Steer Takes a "Licking" to 4-11 Youngster
' popular with the leaders of thhitch. 
-411— A Falange parts% Some ot the- Andersons Rund_eer got through . leaders are better opponents
he restoration, laea 'hers
thas .a-adeaddr- -- • - irere-ahat viatee tantteldbe drarkea Oklahoma Town
out a aerated'.
"" Put u`•I the aut by which. under a •kinadeer by four children whci had 
• ht still be the realcared for it as a fawn. Knewing power.
the para mig
that the deer had become unal
fraid of humans. they feared it 
Theve may be a serious clash"
would caloe too close to hunters 
, at some future time if Franc,.
and be shot.- 
decides that the time tor 1'
monarchy has, come - or if
Because aatifichigan doesn't per- semething happens to ham ,which
mit caging of a deer, the children makes the restoration an im-
mediate- issue. Army leaders are,
strongly monarchistit. A lot of
army men do not like th
Falange.
But for the present. Franco
seems to be in no hurry to
make any change in the-govern-
mental- system.
His first step. when he gets
ready. is likely to be the ap-
-pouument of a prime ministaa
Who would 'take over some,
his -heavy 'burdens f government
while leasang him head ad date.
Two New Safeguards
For The U.S. Soldier
0 Things In
put a red sweater on the animal.
The deer was seen several times
after the season closed
Faces Quiz
Albert J
official from Spokane Wash .
faces members- of the Senate's
new labor investigating ^
tee in Washington Diannt s
testimony, probers. linked Team
eters' president Dave Sec.
a 630.000 loan made to a Seatt •
tavern keeper, which eat repa.i
at less than full value
International Soundaisiota.,
A 'REEL' JOAN
Ft. i h. BLVO I R Vs.' -1ft---
Itrhe Army Cor id Engineers haar'eveloped two new devices •
afeguarci the health of troll
WAURIKA. Okla, The
Andersons practically run things
in this town in southern Okla-
No less man rive civil govern-
mental employes are named An-
derson. and except for one man-
wife combination, none is related.
W. L. i Bill) Anderson is coun-
ay attorney. He oatembas dealings.
with the city attorney.. E. B. An-
derson.
a, E. 13„ Anderson is chairman of
the school board, and that brings
him into contact with E. 0. (An-
dy Anderson. superintendeni of
schools.
• If any of these have business in
he 
• 
and a coat that is rich charcoalcourthouse, they are apt to
shading into silver blue..run inte Afton Anderson, the
He likes to rear like a stallion,draft board clerk.
and what he does he can putKeeping mail straight for all
his forepaws on the -shouldersthese Andersons might be quite
of a six-foot man and look himconfusing if it were not for the in the eye. If he likes you, he'llfacs tact Ethel Anderson, E. B's kiss you (he did me. anywaylwife. is postmistress. 
and shake hands with his left
l'pava.
-I He's a house pet. and hisbeat pal is a tidy. 12-week • OldSiamese kitten named Pitty-Wen.a hazard-us conditions., 
When he curls up to sleep everyOne 'is a face Fhielai for Use by Texas Herefords night, in his mistress' bedroom,members -4 the armed farces re-1 Pitty-Won beds. down right onnuired t., wask in extremely cold .Tosi• Engasamen have purchased top of 'him, dud obtaining incdmates: ' The shield., made- of :tie,
 Panori Hereford cattle for of the softest mattresse, a kittydanaparent plastic, ia weather- cat - le f faundation stuck. It is can get.
aroot and will nia (laud up be- ,.betieyett to be the first shiprnetaf A World Championcause if its' !we-laver commie- of this type of rattle from the
non, a spokesman said. 'United States to Britain.
The other device is a do-it- . Archibald McClaren and. James
yourself kit that Makes possible 'Scofield made an 8.000-mile tour
die armoring in the field ed the of •the United States to. buy 20
.•andard 'bulldozer tractor. thua head of Palled Herefords for
aaoviding for the. driver against 'shipment to their country. The
.rnall-arms fire and flying shell tEnglarairrien. who live near the
f ra laments, tEngland-Sci a land. border. twilight
Tractor and armor, kit can. be !their stack in this central Texas
purchased for ane-fitth the cast area frern Caml Sheffield and
of •ank bulldozers. 1Joe Wee-tin.
Houndog. But
He Is Top
bulldog
OF ARC IS SINGED
ACTRESSES PORTRAYING JOAN Of ARC have been
getting aiduaed at the slake" real; aly without
ever a blister being raised since the piay was writ-
ten 30 years Ego by George Bear.ard Shaw. But
dames actually reached one of the rnake-believe
Joan of Arcs,..Tean Seberg, 18, of Iowa, while the
,,,take" setae was being shot at a London movie
a
English Bu
AT THE ir TAKE'
'studio. At left, rescuers cover her face as extin-
i gtajod is Licatight into play. At right. Miss Seberg
I'll-darried from the scene of near-tragedy. tier
feet, hanas and hair were singed. Actors at first
thought her screams part of the script. One of the
,rescuers (extreme right) plays the role of execu.
itloner in the new Alm. (International Radiarphotos) 4
;
aia -AV asaai -
- By DOC ClOIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
HICKSVILLE, N Y. ait
There's a pretty proud bloke out
_hese. that - -.Wed foothill.- but a
hound dog. But he's got this -
he's the top hound dug.
' Matter of fact, he's plain top
dog of the whole country, ._
-He's a longhair, a real shago-
dog. with hair 10 inches long
in some places on his hind legs.
He has deep-dark brown eyes
Berkeley Cyclotron
May Help In Fight
BERKELEY. Calif.' --Itaa- The
University .of California's I84-inch
cyclotron may offer new hope
in the fight against" cancer. •
Dr. John H. Lawreence, three-
torof the Danner laboratory here,
says the cyclotron's high energy
beam may provide a method, be-
sides surgery, of distroying the
pituitary gland.
__Sautimarasddsaidedid_nes remove th
tglan Jo . stop breast canseri n women .Pituitary h a r-
rnoneis stimulate secondary sex
hormones which -are: believed to
promote the growth of some dan-
cers.
Film Shop Flexibility OfCUitSed. Controls Are
By RON BURTON
United Press Staff Correspondent CHICAGO -el- The federal
HOLLYWOOD -On- If men powers over business are flexible!
government's amergeney control I
were ,bigger.• bawlers in public, and could be tightened rapidly in
things would be better in the mu- an international crisis, a study ,
show.lion picture 'business.
(This doesn't include the 'public 
- 1
teams or horses lose).
bawling they do' when their tional retiorting authority on tax
Coaknerce Clearing House. na- ]
pre-
film producer-director, Robert
theory laelOng to an independmens to permit expansion of the 
 
major control statutes are geared .
sent limited curbs. 
said all the
This sentiment and economic and business law'
better business, and we would
rsselifenr - pada. the Defense laroadesaaaa-
cilidn:ciThot;14a'bonitr shwederedingte'stea
viatica they'd ..flock. do dans t 
Act. the Universal Military Train-
jerker type film.
-Theaters would be doih
have the term 'women's pictures
for some kinds of drama and
theaters-consequently they stay
-mast center the power in the president.
who has delegated the authority
love stories," Aldrich said.
men are ashamed to weep in
away from films with a good 
to specialized agencies.,
Women are totally unasshamed 
The CCH report sunimarizes.the
about weeping in theaters, he 
the possibilities as follOws:
current coptrol picture to showtear drop potential.", '
said. ' 
Priorities-These apply today
Cry At Home
Aldrich. acutely aware of "wo-
men's type" pictures, has been
1 
I Cm:a." "Attack" and "The Big 
to extend the list.playing it safe wall solid action
arid dramatic filma such as "Vera i Inflation Curbs(
I 
Hit 1957 projects call for 
Exports-Wide author exists
imore of the same and one tear- 
novil to regulate shipments over-
seas, to circumscribe - shipping
jerker. There 'is a risk invoked areas and to prevent shipments
here, hit said. , harmful to nationaldefense. They
"It is with trepidation that I , now are aimed at Commanist and
a satellite areas, but could be ex-plan to rick rdney-my associ-
ates' r money-on that one." he tended elsewhere overnight by
said. allowever, the yeaar's sche-
dule also 'has a namber of sus-
pense stories and comedies.
• the.ziala v'emeant in the picture -U-
se:tr. 
here's samething to take out
,
. " 'Until Pr yen Guilty' may
, have somdhang a little differ-
ent since the credits will be at 1
I the end instead of at the begin- !
l ing. This moans that all males in
dhe audience will have time to
I dry any tears before the house
1 lights go on and expose them.
They can readily assume express-
ions of bravado and uncern. Not
bad. eh"
'aerie . tt
strange thing 'about weeping
males. They don't mind doing it!
in their own living rooms when
This head man at clogclam
is Ch. Shirkhan of Grandetir.
In case you don't follow sh,iw
clop, the Ch stands for cham-
pion and Grandeur 15 the name
Mrs. Sunny Shay's kennels here.
Shirkhan last week became the
first hound ever to win beat-
in-show in the Weatminiater Ken-
nel Club show, the big quality
'event of the dog world.
He's an Afghan Hound, a (tog
breed so ancient that its portrait
is found irdaEgYptian tombs. His
anceatorsienigrated to Afghanistan
from Egypt. and the Afghan
Shikaris are said to claim that
this breed was the one Noah
favored and took into the ark.
Shirkhan is a terrific hunk
of dog. Fast, lithe, graceful he
pounces arsfund the Shay living-
room. delicate as a ballet dancer,
over couches and chars without
ever upsetting a lamp. flower
vase, birdcage. or any of his
own trophies.
Mrs Shay keeps a heavy top-
The Rhodesian ridgeback is
the newest breed of dogs admit- '
ted to the American Kennel
Club. It apmewliat. resembles a
Weimaraner,
knot on his head brushed for-
ward, a hair-ao which his co-
owner. Dorol0e- Chenade. .says
makes him haat like Anna Mag-
nani. the Italian movie ,star.
‘How 1511./Ve 0•3••• Live
/tow do you raise 'a show
dog"
Mrs. Shay says she raises. the
puppies in the house -- usually
In her own' bedroom., -I like
them to get the feetina that
they belong. I handle my puppies
a great deal. to get -ahem Harrell
to the human touch. I begin
setting them op and nosing them
when they're six weeks old.
"The mother gets a lot of
calcium and vitamins before the
birth. I wean the puppiea with
little bits of pure beef, and
later they get -Pablum and milk
and meat filled with cereal. I
use a great -deal of aPorvinal,
a balanced vitamin,, after wean-
hag, and go strong on. exercise.
air. and sun."
Shirkan. now 2aia yeirs
gets one feeding a day of one-
half pound of raw beef set on
top of a kennel biscuit rnoistm.d
with a soup of' meat. I rffn s
greens and garlic. He still gets
the vitamin, one capsule a day.
for "good chine and good bloom."
What's he worth? Mrs • Shay
.flgures More than $10d0_09, .ifut
there's no thoufght of selling.
Shirkhan is already - "a proven
sire," and the stud fee $350--
and he can earn plenty.
Frankie Denies "Wrong Doge Raid
FRANK SINATRA, famed actor-crooner (right) denles under
oath that he tor:It part trfailn7--&-leical "wrong door" raid that
missed the apartment of Marilyn Monroe ha 1954. He was fol-
lowed on the stand at 'the Los Angeles State Senaleainvestiga-
lion into asstisitios of priaate detectiveo scandal magaded i
others, by a priaate eletietive who said Frankic's ants;
"almost all false." Waiting her turn to testify in the Ind. toad
lion was New York actress Shirley .Falls, shown at the left,
(international Soundphritid
Sanajea drat dind the kaaa
port Control Act, there are many
controls which could be enlarged
without Congressional action. CC-
H said, .
a It said all such control laws
• for a limited number of vital met-
l ats, among them toel and nickel
Only a defense ne , decided to
the presidana would be required
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nal exist on a limited scale
taming at the industrial level dita
I a system of priorities__
• Drafe-Full powers already are
spelled out. Draft.ncalnIsenalrer
byc- tcvailiraftennste-.edsI
fgebLencdy
irdi:uldIFeciplearad•la 
Civil
of utmostiAtne-t.
portance. Many powers includ-
ing some requisitioning authority,
are included in its provisions,
CCH said tile international situ-.
wain has prompted businessmen
to become mindful of these vari-
ous cVntrol possibilities.
Not. WANT NOT _ _
NEW YORK IS •—Save thelk
outside-leaves-- next-lime-you're •
preparing cauliflower for cook-
ing. Wash them, chop fine, and
combine with other greens for
salad. Serve with french dressing.
the Office of International Trade, I
Inflation Crubs-None exist
currently, even on a stand-by
basis. No statutory authority ap-
parently twilit* for price, .wage.
rent or credit controls. But ra-
-
they watch sad stories on TV
"Of course, now that I reall)
think about it, I suppose they
should cry," he said "I've seen
some pretty dad stuff myself on
TV that almost made me cry."
•
So appropriate'
So appreciated
..- your thoughtful tribute of
1flowers at tbe time of be. a
teavement. It means to much
to the lardy to loom you are '
thinking of them.
Send Flowers.
6
SHIRLEY FLORIST
500, No.rth 4th
Murray, Ky.
Ph, 188
Dale & Stubblefield Drug
PRESCRIPTIONS
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE - FIRE - CASUALTY
Telephone 331 Gatlin Building
Murray, Kentucky
"It Does Make A Difference Who Writes Yo.-r Insurance"
OFFICE EXECUT!V.E5
Metalstand s
60" Double
Pedestal Desk
The new look in executive
furnituie at a never-before
pricel The Metaltiand 60-inch
double pedestal desk is a
work•sover, time saver. money-
saver' Baked enamel finish in
Metallic Grey, Ocean Spray
Green or Sahara Ton. No-glare
linoleum top in grey, green or
lean.. Check these outstanding
fecoJ,PSI
2
3
5
-1r1 imposer kir
tutfq
$1 3950
Includes the•se
fe-ltures:
Adjustable foie's level desk on
uneven floor
2 Ample vertical filing space
3 File drawer glides at a touch
on hall-heur[ng-,
4 Island base styleig means foot
room and cleaning ease
5 Auto lock in center arawer
locks all drawers
6 Desk dismaraltd cusily for office or
home installation
Cd1 flay to scc it!
Office Supply Department.
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SEE GREENE WILSON CALL 55
"11, . •
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